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BUILD A C.C.T.V. CAMERA!
...

An exciting new Hobby
made possible with these easy to -buy, easy -to -build kits, supplied with step by step
instructions. Ideal for the enthusiast and Technical students.
The finest possible way to
learn about transistors and TV
Cameras!
The most exciting advance ever
in Do- it- Yourself Electronics
specially designed and manufactured
NOT SURPLUS

"BEUKIT"

THE

-

TELEVISION

C.C.

-

EQUIPMENT.
A World First
The Ben kit
Camera works with standard
405 line TV keceio 'rs.
)cmtutstratüms
See it Now
held dell in our SIP WI' 0m'.
!

CAMERA KIT!

!

Completely Transistorised

Save Money

Buy and Build in Easy Stages!
KIT No. 1. £18.17.6

With specifica-

tion. principles of vidicon
tube.
assembly and optical system diagram.

KIT

scanning

£16.10.0.

No. 2.
With printed cacuit board and associated components. circuit
diagram. layout instructions and Instruction
Manual.

.1
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o
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Kit No. 4. £6.0.0.
/(,r

With all metal work.
/1.,,. (.,, rarh h' it. st A S. A. E.
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v
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£48

plus

7

e

& P.
The Camera is also available factory
assembled and tested, with vidicon less
P.

lens for 69 gns.

AMATEURS

TELEVISION TUBES

BEULAH ELECTRONICS

THE

F.M.S

Illustrated

PACK

inch detachable bit
soldering
instrument

18

,4DCOL1\

THAN

EVER

month guarantee with all our tubes

12ín.

E4. 7.6

14in.

E4.15.0

15, 16, 17ín.

£5.15.0

(R.gd. TPad. Mark)

Carriage and Insurance

*

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD
LONDON, S.W.4
"SOLIOINT, LONDON S.W.4

PUNCH

PRICE

Apply SALES & SERVICE

Telephones:

GREATER

SIZE

700

MACauley 4272-3101
Telegrams:

A

PROVED
with
reliability: -

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

70

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No.

!

...

Dept. PTV 126 HAMILTON RD., WEST NORWOOD,
LONDON, S.E.27.
Tel: GIPsy Hill 6166

ü

o

RADIO STATION

List No.

with all transistors

and semi -conductors.

7 6

and buy the complete Kit
vidicon and lens) as illustrated

above for only

Experimenter's vidicon £12 plus P. rL
P. 76
SPECIAL BEULAH ZI Economy Lens
£11 (LOWEST PRICED LENS IN
U.K.!) Fixed iris F2 Gin. An excellent
lens, focus from gin. to infinity. Half
the price of other makes.

Order Now
or see demonstration today.
the It. I'.A. ,rnup
Ul l'911f),ILIC-

(less

Kit No. 3. £8.0.0.
/l,,.

I

British

& Foreign

Patents, Registered
Designs, etc.

10 6

COST TO YOU WITH
ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

£3.17.6
14. S.0
14.1 5.0
extra on all tubes

BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

MARSHALL'S
131 St.

for

TELEVISION LTD.

Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.I5
STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555
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rots can build the
TEST EQUIPMENT

H

I-

EQUIPMENT

F I

RADIO

EDUC ATIONAL KIT-SETS

AMATEUR

-

GEAR

«

t

world-s best hit sets, save

inoisei/ and enjoy AOourself the Heathhit way
The clearly written instruction manuals,

suiplieil with each kit, show you how!
DEFERRED TERMS AVAILABLE ON ALL ORDERS OVER EIO

ALL MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE ASSEMBLED

TRANSISTOR RADIOS

TEST INSTRUMENTS
Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE. Model

"OXFORD"

TV servicing. F.M. alignment etc. T/B
covers 10 c/s -500 kc!s in 5 ranges.
435.10.0 Kit.

ideal domestic, car or personal portable
receiver. 10 Semi -conductors. Solid
leacher case.
Send for full details.
414.18.0 Kit.

0 -12U.
Laboratory quality oscilloscope, at utility
for
essential
price. Wide band amplifiers

Model

PORTABLE SCOPE.

OS -I.

A compact portable oscilloscope and
ideal for servicing and general work.
Printed circuit board. Case 7j x 4¡ x
12# in. long. Wc. only 10# lb.
419.19.0

ELECTRONIC SWITCH.

Model

S -3U.

beam oscilloscope into double beam operation

Kit.

Converts a single
411.15.6 Kit.
...

VALVE VOLTMETER.

Model
V -7A.
The world's best selling VT VM. Measures
up to 1,500 volts (D.C. and R.M.S.) and 4,000
pk. to pk.
Res. 0.10-1,000 Ma
Centre
zero dB scale, D.C. input. Resistance I I Mfg,
4 4in. meter.
Complete with test prods, leads
and standardising battery.

I.F.

Real hide case.

OTHER MODELS FROM OUR RANGE
AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER.
Model RA -I. Covers all amateur bands

in two units. R.F. tuning unit
(42.15.0 incl. P.T.) with I.F. output of 10.7 Mc /s and amplifier unit,
Total E15.1.0 Kit.
with power supply and valves (412.6.0).

HI Fl F.M. TUNER. Available

R.F. PROBE KIT. Model 309 -CU. Will extend freq. range of
Model V -7A to 100 Mc s. Indication up to 300 Mc /s.
E1.13.6
HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE KIT. Model HV -336. Extends
measurement of the Model V -7A up to 30,000 v. D.C. ... 42.19.6

AUDIO

SIGNAL GENERATOR,
Model AG -9U. 10 c/s to 100 kc /s.

switch selected.
Distortion less than
0.1% 10 v. sine wave output metered
in volts and dB's.
£21.9.6 Kit.
AUDIO SINE SO GENERATOR.
Model AO -I U.
£13.15.0 Kit.

SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model UXR-I. Prealigned
Printed circuit, 7 x 4in. high flux speaker.
transformers.
... £12.11.0 Kit.
...
Very easy to build ...
SHORT WAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model RSW -I
Two short bands, trawler and medium wave. Send for specification
£19.17.6 Kit
6

from 160 to 10M. Special features incl.
8 valves,
half -lattice crystal filter.
signal strength "S" meter, tuned
439.6.6 Kit.
R.F. amplifier stage
...

413.18.6 Kit.

RF -I U.

Up to 100 Mc /s
fundamental and 200 Mc,s on harmonics, and up to 100 mV on all
412.15.6 Kit.
...
...
...
...
...
bands.
...
R.F.

TRANSISTOR
RADIO. Model UXR -2. The luxury

w. HI -FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MA -S. A low- priced
amplifier based on the Model S -31 Printed circuit construction
... 410.19.6 Kit.
...
...
...
makes it easy to build
6 w. STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S -33. 3 w. /chl. Inputs for
E13.7.6 Kit.
radio, tape, gram. Stereo /Mono ganged controls ...
5

HI -F1 EQUIPMENT CABINETS.
Large range in kit form or assembled
and finished, available to meet various
needs. Details on request.
Prices from 46.19.6 to £29.8.0

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER. Model DX-40.
80 -10M.

CW. output

40

Self contained.

to aerial.

w.

433.19.0 K,t.

ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP KIT. Model EW -I. This
Incl. transistor
bducational kit makes over 21 experiments.
radios, intercom secs, burglar alarm, etc....

MULTIMETER. Model MM -I U.

Ranges: 0 -1.5 v. to 1,500 v.
A.C. and D.C., 150µA to I5A D.C., 0.2 to 20 Mil, gin. 50µA
412.10.0 Kit.
...
...
...
meter
...
...
...

R/C BRIDGE.

Power input 75 w.

...

INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SCHEME.

of over 250 American Heathkit Models
through us.
Illustrated Catalogue for

Model C -3U. Measures capacitance 10 pF to
49.5.0 Kit.
...
...

cal
I

' -,

be

A range¡
ordered direct

post paid.

1,000 µF. Resistance 100£2 to 5 Mfg ,..

A wide range of other equipment available.
PLEASE SEND FOR LIST OF MODELS.

SEND FOR FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE

r
Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE

DAYSTROM LTD.
Dept. P.T.IO,
A

NAME
ADDRESS

GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND.

member of the Daystrem Group, manufacturers of the

WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS

(Yes /No)

Full details of model(s)

PTIO.

L
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OF

ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black
engraving.

RELIABILITY

Constructed to with
stand adverse climatic
conditions.

the Mk. 4 MUL I (MINOR is an
vnurely new version of this famous
Ayr) instrument and supersedes all
previous models. IL Is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of
accuracy, improved internal assemRlies, and incorporating panclimatic
properties.
The instrument is supplied in an attractive
black carrying case, which also houses a pair
of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,
and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust teal leather
cases are available, it required, in two sizes,
one to take the instrument with leads, clips
and prods, and the other to house these and
al>o a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

Ever ready case, includ-

ing leads, prods and

dips.

Improved in

al

assemblies.
Re-styled scale

plate for

easy rapid
reading.
2 basic scales, each

2.5 inches In length.

New standards of accuracy, using an individual
calibrated scale plate:

MULTIMINOR

d.c. ranges 2.256 f.s.d.
e, ranges 2.75% f.s.d.

Available accessories include a 2500V d.c.
multiplier and S, 10
and 25A shunts for
d.c. current measurement.

.,M,`

0 LTD

19b3

,.:,:_.

STANDARDS

IMPROVED

October

-IA

f.s.d. in 5 ranges
D.C. Current: 10011A f.s.d.
RESISTANCE: 0-2Mí2 in ranges using 1.5V cell
A.C. Voltage: 10V f.s.d. -1,000 f.s.d. in 5 ranges SENSITIVITY: 10,00052!V on d.c. Voltage ranges.
D.C. Voltage: 2.5V f.s.d. -1,000 f.s.d. in 6 ranges.
1,00052 V on a.c. Voltage ranges.
D.C. Millivolt range : 0
-IOOmV f.s.d.
For full details of this great new pocket -size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.
AVOCET HOUSE

-

92.96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

-

LONDON, S.W.I

-

7i

Tel.: VICtoria 3404

MM17

vr

87 Experts guide you to advancement
and higher rewards
YOUR FUTURE if

it is in electrical engineering depends on your ability
and the services you can render. The more experienced you are the_
better your prospects, the better your income ... it's as simple as that!
This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive and authoritative publication is
invaluable to you if you mean to progress. Produced with the full technical
resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vast field of modern electrical
engineering. Study it free of charge for week -send now
!

INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS
OPERATION,

MAINTENANCE,

r

DISTRIBUTION

REPAIR

INSTRUMENTS,

MACHINES, EQUIPMENT

GENERATION,

TRANSMISSION,

7

For 7 Days

To: George Newnes Ltd.,15 -17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2
Send me Newnes PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEFRINC:
without obligation to purchase. I will return the set in 8
days or send I6 /- deposit 8 days after delivery, then twenty
monthly subscriptions of 16/- paying £16. 16s. in all.
Cash in 8 days £16.
If you are under 21 your father must complete this coupon.
If married woman your husband must complete.

Here is what you receive:-

Frill name

Use

it Free

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

(BLOCK LETTERS)

Four Volumes strongly I
Address
bound in Grey Moro -

PLUS

2

2,352 Pages.
quette.
Over 2,000 Photos, Diagrams, Perspective and
Occupation
Working Drawings, E ectrical Circuits and Data.
Case of 24 Data Sheets and 12 Blueprint Charts.
I Signature
Nuclear Power Stations Booklet.
IOl6)
Free! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value
YEARS FREE POSTAL ADVISORY SERVICE

*
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V
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The address sn

left is-

My Property

Rented unfurnished

Parents' Some
Furnished

(PEE)572 0
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Temporary Address
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Our CCTV Camera

VOL 14, No. 157, OCTOBER, 1963
ImnmuulnnumnuumumuuuumunHlnunl°
Editorial and Advertisement
Offices:

E
E

=

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

E-

George Newnes Ltd., Tower House =
Southampton Street, W.C.2.
g.

Ei ©

E

_

George

Newnes

Ltd.,

1963

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.

E
=

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. E
E.

E
E

SUBSCRIPTION RATE
including postage for one year
To any part of the World £1.9.0

=
=
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intimated in the June leader, we have for some time
been observing the increasing activity among amateurs
in the field of closed circuit TV work. It is now not only
possible to buy relatively inexpensive assembled camera units
but to obtain even more inexpensive kits of parts for building.
And the now ready availability of moderately priced vidicon
tubes has brought CCTV within the reach of many more
enthusiasts.
The time is ripe, in fact, for Practical Television to venture
into the CCTV field. And it gives us a good deal of pleasure
to begin, in this issue, a series of articles describing the
construction of our first CCTV camera and its control unit.
We make our debut with a well tried and tested piece of
equipment, a design that will stand comparison with anything
in a similar category. Moreover, with a little care and
planning, it can be built for a comparatively modest outlay.
The CCTV camera unit to be described in this and the
next few issues is not, perhaps, the simplest that could be
devised, but it should not prove too difficult for the constructor with a reasonable amount of practical experience. And it
will produce results to satisfy all but the extremely critical.
Even though the design is not prejudiced by economies, the
question of cost has been one of the factors we have constantly
borne in mind. Apart from the unavoidable special components, standard parts are used throughout. And the prospective builder will find some very helpful notes in the first
article on how economies can be made when it comes to the
gathering together of the parts required to construct the
equipment.
Our CCTV camera is simple to use and easy to rig up. It
involves no modifications to the ordinary home TV set which
can be used to display the pictures. The camera unit simply
plugs into the aerial socket of the receiver.
In view of the TV broadcasting situation as it is to develop
in the immediate future, it was considered desirable to design
the camera basically for 625 -line operation. When the new
u.h.f. service begins next April, many homes will already be
equipped to receive 625 -line signals and more will follow in
due course. And it was thought logical that we should take
advantage of the improved definition possible with a 625 -line
signal.
However, those that do not have dual- standard receivers
need not despair for we will be giving parallel information
where applicable for those who wish to build their camera
to operate in conjunction with a 405 -line receiver.
We are very enthusiastic about the possibilities of CCTV
for the amateur and hope that even readers who do not build
our camera unit will be stimulated to thinking about trying
their hand in the future. For if the response is sufficiently
encouraging we will go ahead with plans to bring you more
practical articles on home constructed CCTV equipment and
AS

its use.
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Our next issue dated November, will
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be published on

October 22nd.
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TELETOPICS
Electronic Standards Converter Demonstrated
switching on which this new
design is based. The processes
involved are in many ways similar
to those used in modern computers, and the time lag between
incoming and outgoing signals is
only slightly more than 60µsec.
Althoueh in principle it will
be possible to convert any twomission, relied on the image obviously necessary, and the line standards using the equiptransfer principle. This involved BBC's demonstration introduced ment demonstrated, the technique
cannot yet be applied to changes
a television camera working on such equipment.
Between 2,000 and 3.000 tran- in field rate such as exists
405 lines, viewing the 625- or
525 -line picture on a high -quality sistors are employed in the equip- between American and European
ment to carry out the high -speed transmissions.
receiver.

THE

Although this system of conDesigns
Engineering
Department of the BBC, version has been developed
recently demonstrated a standards considerably since its inception,
converter based purely on elec- the results obtained are always
Previously, susceptible to variation at any
tronic
principles.
standards converters used to slight alteration of contrast, focus,
change European and North etc. A design that would obviate
American television pictures to the need for an optical stage in
405 -line standards for retrans- the process of conversion was

Large- screen Colour Television

MOTORISED
ZOOM LENS

MOTORISED zoom lenses,
all over the U.S.A. will soon be able to see
which can be fitted to closed
colour television on full-size screens for the first time ever.
circuit TV cameras and which
A new development by the General Electric Corporation has
are made by Voigtlander, are
made this possible, where before only black and white TV pictures
now available in this country
of sufficient brightness, could be made suitable for the 25ft x 33ft
from EMI Electronics Ltd., who
cinema screens.
have recently been appointed
large- screen colour television pro This new development
At the
official U.K. agent.
jector-is unique not only in its ability to produce colour images
moment only one type is in stock
of suitable brightness and quality, but also in its use of only two
be
extended.
range
is
to
but the
lieht beams instead of the usual three. The new projector is named
This zoom lens simplifies
"Talaria " and with a simplified optical system, it requires only light
remote control as a single ninebeams of green and magenta to simulate a full three -colour picture.
core cable can connect lens and
' :'alaria " equipment will be installed in a chain of theatres
control box over distances of up
throughout the U.S.A., bringing shows, sport events, news items,
to 160ft.
etc. " live " to cinemas hundreds of miles away.
The projector itself is, in many
respects, similar to a standard
movie projector, except that the
RECENTLY when H.R.H. the Queen Mother opened the new
motion picture film is replaced
Royal Caledonian School, more than 100 of the guests were
by a transparent thin layer of
unable to be accommodated in the main hall where the ceremony
viscous control fluid. An electron
was to take place. However, in a large marquee that had been
gun, operating as it does in a TV
erected outside the building, these guests were able to see and hear
picture tube, scans the surface of
the whole of the proceedings on three television monitors.
the control layer. Instead of proInside the main hall, a closed circuit television camera mounted
ducing a picture directly on the
in the gallery, relayed pictures to the monitors in the marquee. The
layer however, as it does on the
television equipment was installed by Automatic Information and
phosphor face of a TV picture
Data Services Limited.
tube, the electron beam causes the
The school, which is sponsored by the various Scottish Clans, is
fluid layer to control the light so
for orphans and the children of broken homes and has been built
that the picture is projected on
at Bushey, Hertfordshire.
to the screen.
CINEMA audiences

-a

CCTV For School Opening
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Lectures Televised
the 19th International
1,'HEN
Congress of Pure and
900

AIRBORNE TV AIDS RESEARCH
the College of Aeronautics,
4TCranfield,
television is help-

ing technologists study an experimental swept wing in actual flight.
The wing, or aerofoil, is mounted
vertically above the fuselage of a
Lancaster bomber and is fitted
with numerous devices to relay
details of the airflow over the
surface of the wing, to recording
and measuring equipment inside
the aircraft. This research work
is contributing greatly towards
the design of an aircraft wing
surface which will provide a
smooth airflow -known as laminar flow
as opposed to the
turbulent flow of most present
aircraft wings. Such a wing surface would result in considerable
reduction in aircraft drag, leading to substantial gains in payload
and fuel economy..
It was to enable observers inside, the aircraft to watch the
experimental wing during flight,
that an EMI television camera
was installed on the tip of the
aircraft wing, facing inwards
towards the centre of the
fuselage, where the aerofoil
is mounted.
The leads and
attachments on the aerofoil
could cause considerable damage
if they were to break away from
the surface; but with the constant
surveillance made possible by the

Applied Chemistry was held at
University
College,
London,
recently, a division of the Rank
Organisation was called upon to
install an exclusive closed circuit
television system to link lecture
halls and audiences in many parts
of the building.
Over a mile of cables linked
cameras, monitors and sound
reproduction equipment in a
number of separate camera chan-

-

An observer inside a Lon :aster

bomber,

adjusts a monitor receiver which displays pictures of an aerofoil under test.

TV camera, any such eventuality

could be dealt with by the crew.
To enable visual checks of the
traversing gear mounted on the
aerofoil, and of stages of a special
chemical technique on the airflow,
are also the objects of installing
the airborne TV system.
Observations are made on a
receiver inside the fuselage and
both the camera and receiver
operate on 230V a.c. from a
rotary converter which draws
power from the aircraft's 24V d.c.
supply.

nels.
Co- ordination between live
shots and views of static material
was necessary to provide a comprehensive presentation, and by
the end of the Congress some
900 lectures had been televised.

HUNGARY ORDERS

A NEW

MAGYAR

O.B.

UNIT

TELEVIZIO, the

Hungarian broadcasting
authority, has ordered a third
outside broadcast unit from EMI
Electronics Ltd.
The vehicle, which will be used
for televising outdoor events
from all over Hungary, will be
equipped with four EMI 4 1-in.
image orthicon cameras and a
zoom lens. Like earlier units, the
new vehicle will be mounted on a
7 -ton Bedford chassis with -a
168ín. wheelbase.

CCTV FOR ROAD TUNNEL TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAFFIC conditions in, and on

the approaches to the Dartford- Purfleet road tunnel will be
under constant observation over
closed circuit television from
when the first vehicles enter this
new link between the Essex and
Kent road ways. The new tunnel,
which runs under the Thames,
will be tended by an administration block on the Dartford side
of the river, where attendants in
a control room will regulate such
functions as ventilation of the
tunnel, and will watch on monitor
screens,
the
traffic
flowing
through. Five TV cameras inside
the tunnel and two covering the
approach roads, will immediately
show any hold -ups or emergencies which develop.

:><;:;

'V.

i..

i

.w-e

ait

This illustration shows the control
room of the new Dartford -Purfleet road
tunnel with the two TV monitors
mounted on the instrument panel.
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A

625

Guide to TV Conversion

THE FINAL PART OF A SERIES
DESCRIBING THE CONVERSION OF
VINTAGE 405 -LINE SETS TO RECEIVE
625 -LINE PROGRAMMES

CONTINUED FROM

PAGE 561 OF THE
SEPTEMBER ISSUE

/////////////////:
SO far in this short series of articles we have
seen how a 405 -line receiver can be modified
and rebuilt in certain sections to respond to
the new 625 -line signals. Past articles have dealt
with (i) conversion of the vision i.f. stages, (ii)
conversion of the vision detector and video amplifier stages, (iii) conversion of the line timebase, (iv)
modifications in the sync separator stage, (v) conversion of the sound i.f. channel and (vi) conversion
of the sound detector stage.
Two major considerations thus rerpain. These are
(a) how to align the rebuilt and converted stages for
optimum response of the 625 -line signals and (b)
the u.h.f. front -end requirements. This final article
gives full information on (a) and useful notes on (b).
If it is assumed that a commercial u.h.f. tuner
is to be employed (which is undoubtedly the best
idea as it is outside the scope of the average
enthusiast to build his own unit of this nature) we
will want to know how to connect it to the set and,
in any case, it is desirable to have a tuner connected before undertaking the alignment.
A typical u.h.f. tuner designed by Mullard
Limited is shown in Fig. 14. This model features
an 0.3A heater chain for connecting into the series
valve heater circuit of the set in place of the original
v.h.f. tuner. If a v.h.f. tuner was not used with the
set chosen for the experiments, then the heaters of
the tuner valves should be introduced into the
heater chain directly before V3 (see Fig. 4 in
Part 1), ensuring that heater chain continuity and
balance is maintained, as considered in Part 2.
The Mullard circuit has two h.t. inputs. The
160V input can be fed via a lkfl resistor and the
175V input from a 500f2 resistor, both from the
h.t. line of the set. The tuner side of each resistor
should be decoupled by a 0.001µF capacitor.
Most u.h.f. tuners feature two h.t. input points.
In common with v.h.f. tuners. u.h.f. tuners have
an i.f. Test Point into which may be injected a
signal for the alignment of the i.f. stages.
I.F.

CHANNEL ALIGNMENT

For the alignment of the converted i.f. channel
(see Fig. 4 in Part 1) the generator signal should be
applied, via an 0.005AF isolating capacitor, to the
tuner Test Point (see Fig. 14). The braid of the
generator signal lead should be connected to
receiver chassis. As a safety measure, it is desirable
to isolate the receiver wholly from the mains supply
by connecting a 100W 1:1 ratio isolating transformer between the mains and the set; but if such
a transformer is not available, care must be taken

by D. ELLIOTT

to ensure that on a.c. /d.c. receivers the mains
supply is connected so that the chassis is on the
" neutral " circuit.
The signal generator should tune between 37 and
42Mc /s, but the signal need not be modulated.
The output is indicated on a valve voltmeter or
high resistance voltmeter connected across the load
of the vision detector, positive to chassis (see Fig. 6
in Part 2). Increase in output will be signified by

an increase in the negative d.c. voltage across the
load.
When aligning transformers T1, T2 and T3 a
33012 non -inductive (carbon) resistor must be connected across the primary when the secondary is
tuned and across the secondary when the primary
is tuned.
Tune generator to 37.3Mc /s and tune T3
secondary for maximum output. Change to 37Mc /s
and tune T3 primary for maximum output. Change
to 37.3Mc /s and tune T2 secondary for maximum
output. Change to 37Mc /s and tune T2 primary
for maximum output.
Tune generator to 37.3Mc /s and tune T1 secsecondary for maximum output. Change to 37Mc /s
and tune Ti primary for maximum output.
Detune the i.f. transformer or coil in the tuner,
inject a 37Mc /s signal and tune L5 for maximum
output. Change to 37.5Mc /s, damp L5 with a
330f2 resistor and tune the i.f. transformer or the
coil in the tuner for maximum output. Remove the
damping resistor.
REJECTORS

Inject 41.5Mc /s and tune L2 for minimum output. Change to 31.5Mc /s and tune L4 for minimum
output. Change to 33.5Mc /s and tune L3 for minimum output. Repeat all operations until further
improvement is impossible.
The coils and transformers should reach their
maximum or minimum peak with the cores just
arriving towards the centre of the winding. If a
coil rises to a peak with the core almost out or leaving the winding, there are too many turns and one
or more (or less than one) should be removed as
required to achieve the tuning peak as indicated
above.
Conversely, if a coil goes towards maximum peak
with the core in the centre of the length of the
winding, then there are insufficient turns and one
or so should be added until the correct tuning
balance is secured. It is important not to alter the
spacing between the two windings on the transformers.
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Fig. I4-The circuit of a u.h.f. tuner, designed by Mullard Limited.

INTERCARRIER SOUND CHANNEL

ALIGNMENT

Disconnect the screened link from T4 to T5 (see
Fig. 10 in Part 3), detune the secondary of T6, connect high resistance voltmeter across the 25µF
electrolytic capacitor in the ratio detector circuit,
observing polarity, connect signal generator across
the primary (link) winding of T5, tune to 6Mc /s
and adjust T5 secondary and T6 primary for maximum reading on the voltmeter.
Connect two 10kf2 resistors in series and temporarily connect the series combination across the
25µF ratio detector electrolytic. Connect a valve
voltmeter or sensitive voltmeter between the junction of the two 10kí1 resistors and the bottom of
the 10011 resistor connected to the tap of T6
secondary winding. Adjust the " zero set " screw
on the meter to displace the pointer away from the
zero mark on the scale so a positive and negative
reading can be indicated, inject 6Mc /s and adjust
the secondary of T6 for zero voltage on the meter.
Note that the pointer will deflect positive or
negative depending upon the extent and direction
by which T6 secondary is detuned. At this stage it
may be necessary to adjust the secondary winding
of T6 a little up or down the primary winding to
secure the best discriminator balance and bandwidth (e.g. coupling co- efficient). Once the best
position has been established, the card former of the
secondary winding should be fixed with a low -loss
clement. After these adjustments remove the two
temporary 10kí2 resistors and the voltmeter.
ADJUSTMENT OF T4
It will be recalled that T4 performs the dual
function of sound i.f. rejector, to prevent a 6Mc /s
pattern on the picture, and sound take -off coupling

(see Fig. 7 in Part 2). Adjustment of T4 is best
adjusted on an actual 625 -line transmission for

maximum sound output consistent with minimum
patterning on the picture. Inherent unbalance in
the ratio detector will produce vision buzz on
sound. Correction is possible by turning up the
volume control to maximum during a period of
sound silence and then adjusting the " balance
control " of the ratio detector for minimum buzz
(see Fig. 10 of Part 3).
Remember that an efficient Band IV aerial
system, fed to the u.h.f. tuner through super low loss coaxial cable, will be required in most areas (see
The Principles and Practice of Television, Practical
Television April, 1963). Tests are being made (at
the time of writing) on Channels 34 and 44 in both
monochrome and colour.
After alignment as detailed in the foregoing a
fairly good 625 -line picture should be obtainable on
the majority of converted sets. If at this time, it
is found that the line is not locking adequately and
that the line hold control is at the end of its range,
then the preset R1 (see Fig. 11 in Part 3) can be
adjusted for the best lock with the main control at
range centre.
U.H.F. TUNERS
Of past months most commercially made u.h.f.
tuners were directed into new dual standard sets
and few were available to the enthusiast. However,

it is expected that this state of affairs will soon
alter. The tuner selected should, of course, give a
39.5Mc /s vision i.f. on the British 625 -line system.
In practice, it will be found that the u.h.f. tuner i.f.
coil or transformer will require adjustment on an
actual transmission for the best picture quality and
sound balance.
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any garage. There are two versions of aerial, one
of " rabbit ears " design, so called because of its
" V " shape -rather like the ears of a rabbit, and
the other of circular loop design. Both aerials
are directional, but the rabbit ears type has slightly
more gain than the loop type, though the latter
is a little more directional than the former which
gives it some advantage in discriminating against
interference.
Rabbits Ears Construction

The construction of the rabbit ears aerial is
illustrated in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows where
to drill the two holes in the top plate of the
switch box to take the elements. This type of

By K. Royal
MOST parts of Great Britain are now within
range of both BBC and ITA television
transmitters and in many areas the complicated outdoor aerial can be dispensed with and
its place taken by a relatively simple set -top aerial.
One has become used to having chimney- mounted
arrays-often relics of past days of fringe area
reception -and it comes as a surprise to find that
good reception is possible with a well -made,
though simple' aerial designed for standing either
on top of the set or on a shelf or ledge a little
distance away from the set.
Redundant Ironmongery
Soon we shall be faced with the problems of

picking up the " third " television programme to
be composed of 625 lines and transmitted in the
ultra high-frequency bands (Bands IV and V).
Some of the problems will be associated with
aerials and in many areas to start with quite complicated outside arrays will be required, as in the
early days of Band I and Band III television.
Now is the time, then, to rid the roof and
chimney stack of redundant ironmongery to make
room for the new aerials of the future. Let us
see whether it is possible to bring the BBC and
ITA aerials indoors!
Plastic Case

This article describes designs for set -top aerials
and if the details of construction are carefully
followed good reception is possible at distances
as high as 30 miles from a main station. The
aerials are built upon an electrical switch box and
top plate marketed by M -K Electric Limited
This
(available from any electrical dealer).

-

accessory is made in plastic -ivory and brown
and th- ivory version was chosen for the prototypes. The box proper has a List No. 2031. and
the matching top plate 3630, the latter being
supplied complete with 4B.A. plated fixing screws.
Elements

The aerial elements are made of aluminium -

silicon welding rod of *in. diameter, designated
5 -S1 -A. This welding rod is available from almost

One of the cuthar's prototype aerials.

aerial needs to have each of its elements movable
so that the position for maximum signal pickup
can easily be obtained in conjunction with
orientating the complete aerial on top of the set.
It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the " V " shape
is given by bending each rod at a point
above the surface of the lid of the box, and the
angle at the base of the " V " should be arranged
to measure 55° by bending each rod equally.
Each rod is designed to rotate so that the
" V " -angle can be adjusted (reduced) and the
relative positions of the rods altered for the best
results.
Spring -loaded Elements
This facility is provided by spring-loading, as
shown in greater detail in Fig. 3 The bottom pf
each element is thLeaCed to 4B.A. over a length
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of about lin. A 4B.A. nut is screwed on right up
to the end of the thread and the element inserted
in the hole. A coiled spring is then clamped
between two washers and tensioned by a second
4B.A. nut. A third nut is used to lock the second
and to secure a 4B.A. solder tag, as the diagram
shows.
A

sin.

heavy -wood block

is

r

cut and pushed into

the bottom of the plastic box, and can be secured
by plastic cement if necessary. This serves both
to weight the box to prevent the aerial from
toppling over and to give a base upon which a
simple tag board may be screwed. Two free tags
of the four -tag strip are used to terminate the
elements and two lengths of flexible wire are connected between the two pairs of tags. The two
outside tags of the strip are connected to their
adjacent tags through 1,000pF isolating capacitors
(250V a.c. test). The outside tags are then soldered
to the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial
lead-out cable. Capacitor isolation is required to
avoid the user getting an electric shock on touching the metal elements in the event of the isolating

...

Fig.

4BA fixing

Dipole

screws

uI

Flexible

wire

Isolating

capacitor

Coiled
spring

Fig.

I

-The

4 -way tagstrip
basic construction of the

Wood block

"rabbit ears"

r

course,

-Dipole

~4BA

4BA

solder
tag

washers
40A
nuts

Threaded 4BA (1'long)

aerial.

components in the set itself failing. Though this
possibility is remote it is as well to be on the safe
side for the sake of a few pence.
The coaxial cable should be just about long
enough to connect to the aerial socket of the
receiver without pulling. If the cable is too long
and is hanging at the rear of the set, poor picture
definition and ghosting effects could be troublesome due to the cable itself as well as the elements
picking up signal.
The flexible wire soldered to the aerial tags
should be of sufficient length to allow the elements
to be rotated without impediment, but no longer.
The outer braid pulled from a piece of coaxial
cable and then stretched and twisted makes an
,deal flexible connection.

plate of the aerial base.

Loop Aerial
Fig. 4 shows the basic construction of the
circular loop aerial. The base is of the same type
of plastic box and top plate as recommended for
the rabbit ears aerial. This time, however, both
ends of each element are threaded to 4B.A. over
a length of about Zin. After threading, each end
should be bent in accordance with the dimensions
given in the drawing and at this time each element
should be shaped so that together they form an
almost complete circle. This is best accomplished
by using a cylinder of some kind as a jig. A large
paint tin or basin is often suitable for this operation, the size, of
4BA nut

Cork pad

1

2- Details of the top

depending
upon the channel (see
later).
Again, the , elements
should be connected to
the coaxial lead -out
cable via
1,000pF
isolating
capacitors,
but there is no need
this time to spring-

3-

Details of the
spring -loading device for
the elements.
Fig.

load the elements. A wood block can be fitted
into the base of the plastic box, as in the previous
example, and upon this can be secured a tag strip
to retain the capacitors.
To prevent the box scratching the top of the
set or any other polished surface upon which it
may stand, a than piece of cork should be cut to
the shape of the box and cemented on to the
bottom with a plastic adhesive. The cork should
be about kin. thick and if any difficulty is experienced in obtaining a small piece for this purpose
a cork table -mat can be purchased from a popular
store for a few pence. Alternatively, a piece of
felt can be glued to the bottom, but cork is best
as it tends to hold to a polished surface better
than felt.
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specific reception area. Note that the lengths are
from tip -to -tip of each element.
Adjustments
Once the size of the elements has been established, the aerial should be connected to the set

through the shortest possible length of coaxial
cable, making sure that the soldered connections
within the box and those at the set coaxial plug
are adequately performed. With the rabbit ears
aerial, the elements should be adjusted symmetrically as shown in Fig. 1 and then the whole aerial
should be turned through 360° to find the best
orientation. After this each element should be
adjusted in turn for the best possible results
it may then be necessary to finalise the orientation.

-

TABLE
Main Co-channels

Length Each Element Inches

1/9

2/9

58
58

2/10

57

3/11

55
60
57

4/8
5/10
Fig

4-A "circular"

aerial.

The finished aerials look quite professional and
can be made even prettier by buffing the elements
or polishing with a metal polish.
Element Size

Table 1 gives the lengths of each element for
the five channels in Band I, the eight channels
in Band III and for Bands IV and V (e.g., the
u.h.f. channels). Table 2 gives compromise lengths
to suit Band I and Band III channels in any
TABLE
Channel

I

Length Each Element Inches

2

64
56

3

51

4
5

46
43

6

16

7

IS

8

15

9

14 5

10

14

II

135

12

13

13

BAND II
BAND IV
BAND V

125
31

6

4.5

Element lengths for optimum results on any one
channel. Note that for horizontally polarised signals
the elements will need to be horizontally disposed.

2

Element lengths for co- channel working.

If results are poor with the aerial on top of the
set it should be tried on a nearby shelf or ledge,
for it is surprising how the signal conditions can
vary from one part of the room to another,
especially on Band III and Bands IV and V. As
modern sets usually feature an efficient vision
automatic gain control system, the aerial should
not particularly be adjusted for the best contrast
(black and white) ratio, but for the least display
of " snow " or grain behind the picture. The idea
being to establish the best possible signal -noise
ratio.
With the loop aerial it is just the matter of turning the whole loop on top of the set for the best
results. If local interference or ghosting is bad,
then this aerial may well give better pictures than
the rabbit ears version.
B -K

Oscillation

It sometimes happens that Barkhausen oscillation shows up on the pictures when a set -top
aerial is employed (even though the pictures may
be otherwise good) and yet is absent when the signal
is from an outside aerial. The reason for this
is that nearly all sets produce B-K oscillation to
some extent and when the aerial is on the roof
it is too far away from the set to receive the
interference, and even if a little interference is
picked up then the signal from the roof aerial
is much stronger so that the interference is
completely outweighed.
B -K oscillation looks like a ragged, vertical line
(or two lines) down one side of the picture,
but this can often be cleared by replacing
the line output valve in the set, by adjusting an
ion trap magnet on the envelope of the line output
valve or by moving the aerial from the top of the
set to a nearby table or shelf.
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CIRCUIT PRACTICE AND
DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

TIMEBASES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

551

BY

OF THE SEPTEMBER

M. L. MICHAELIS

ISSUE.

sarily a considerable loss of amplitude which must, if
necessary, be made good by a subsequent amplifier.
Fig. 10 shows some other methods of arriving
Fig. 10(b) performs an identical function but
at square waves and square pulses, which reavoids the need for bias supplies by using a pair
quire a different drive -signal in turn, in the simplest of Zener diodes back -to -back. A Zener diode
case a sine wave from a conventional oscillator.
behaves as a normal diode when anode is positive
Fig. 10(a) shows two biased diodes of opposite
to cathode but is cut off in the reverse direction
polarity which short- circuit the output whenever the
only as long as the inverse voltage does not exceed
input voltage goes beyond the bias -limits in either
the characteristic " Zener " voltage.
polarity. If the bias -limits are small in comparison
Fig. 10(c) is a more efficient circuit for " squaring
with the total amplitude of a sine wave input the a sine wave ". It is simply an amplifier which can
curved upper parts of the sine wave are clipped off, withstand enormous overdrive without damage.
leaving quite a good square wave. There is neces- The grid stopper of unusually high value prevents
grid current rectification block-P.--PW\M t
age on the powerful drive signal
Square wave
vquare wave
100k
output
output
whose amplitude is many times as
great as the grid -base. of the valve.
Sine wave
Sine wave
The small portion of an input
Anode
=IN
input
input
sine wave around the zero voltage
50V
50V
points thus swings the pentode
EB91
peak to peak
peak to peak
Cathode
alternatively between cut -off and
bottoming, giving a very good
Cathode
square wave output of high amplitude across the anode load. This
Two 3volt
zener
arrangement can be driven from
Anode
Bias
Bias
diodes
the output of the signal amplifier
supply
back to back
Grid bias supply
of the oscilloscope (Y- amplifier),
batteries
where the necessary high ampli3V

FOLLOWING on the discussion of last month,

I1

(a)
Fig. 10- Methods of producing square waves from
arbitrary input signals: a- biased diode clipper
pair;
modern version of a, using backed zener

b-

diodes; c (below) -producing square waves by heavy
clipping of a sine wave; d (right) -an improved
"squarer" using a pentode.

(b)
H.T.+

250k
Sine wave Input

or amplitude

much greater

than grid base
of pentode

++25V

Large amplitude
square wave

output

I

r+ 3V

50V

r

Zero

05NF

F 3V
1M

Output square wave 6V peak to peak
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present for the c.r.t. deflection- plates anyway.
a sequence
of square pulses corresponding to the signal frequency. The circuits of Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) could
also have been used at lower efficiency.

tude

is

The output of Fig. 10(c) would then be

October, 1963

to excursions of entirely one polarity in relation to
the bottom end of R, which is taken to the desired
reference voltage.
Another way of looking at it is that, on account
of the short forward time constant, the coupling
capacitor charges up to the signal peak through the
diode, with polarity dictated by the diode, very
rapidly. Whenever the signal differs from the peak
voltage C tries to discharge the relevant amount
but cannot do so because the diode is cut off except
at the peaks of correct polarity and R is too high.
Thus the signal voltage appears across R entirely
of one polarity.

D.C. Restorers or "Clamps"
Having obtained a square wave of the desired
frequency and symmetry, either from a multi vibrator or from one of the circuits of Fig. 10 from
a different input waveform, and wishing to use it
as relaxation -drive for a Miller -Timebase, it is
necessary to clamp it to a definite d.c. referencevoltage so that positive and negative peaks repreSync and Trigger "Spike" Production
sent some definite voltage. For example, in
If we do not wish to use the square wave as direct
Fig. 7(a) the requirement was that the negative
relaxation drive for a timebase (because, as we shall
peaks of the square wave represent chassis -potential,
see
below, some Miller- Arrangements provide their
and the wave goes entirely positive from this. FulC
filment of this function is called
Output
" negative -peak clamping to
Anode
chassis -potential " or " positive
D.C. level = V volts
the
because
d.c. restoration ",
mean level is thereby made
athode
positive.
Fig. 11 shows the extremely
simple arrangements sufficing for
the performance of these clampInput waveform
W
ing functions in practice. The
Positive peaks
AÇ, or
V volts
clamped to
waveform whose shape and (pure
(polarity as desired)
arbitrary D.C.
D.C. level V volts
amplitude is as desired but which component
blocked by C)
is now to be d.c. clamped is
coupled through to its point of
I
requirement by means of a con(a)
and
capacitor
ventional coupling
leak resistor. The leak resistor is
Output
not returned to chassis unless we
desire to clamp to chassis potenCathode
tial. It is, in general, returned to
whatever d.c. level we desire to
Anode
clamp on to, whether positive or
negative. A suitable supply or
bleeder must be available from
the power pack or a battery of
D.C.level
the required voltage may be used
Input waveform
Negative peaks =V volts
V volts
(pure AC. or
or any other source of the desired
'c
lamped'
to
(polarity as desired)
arbitrary C.
d.c. voltage.
DC. level V volts
component
The only further measure is
blocked by C)
to shunt a small diode -across the
leak resistor. If we wish to
(b)
clamp the positive peaks of the
signal waveform to the reference
Fig. 11- Clamps or d.c. restorers: a- positive peak clamp or negative
voltage then the cathode of the
d.c. restorer; b- negative peak clamp or positive d.c. restorer.
diode must be at the reference
voltage end of the leak resistor; for clamping
own relaxation drive square wave) but rather wish
the negative peaks of the waveform to the
to produce trigger or sync " spikes ", then the
reference voltage the anode of the diode must
simple circuits of Fig. 12 may be used for this
go to the reference.
purpose.
The action is very simple. The value of the
If we feed the square wave through a conventional
coupling capacitor is chosen such that its time
resistance capacity coupling whose time constant
constant with the forward resistance of the diode
CR is very short compared to the duration of the
is very short compared to one cycle of the wavesquare wave pulse, then C charges up to the
form to be handled. But the leak R is so large
impressed voltage long before it terminates at the
that the time constant with the coupling capacitor
end of the pulse, so that output across R is present
is very large compared to a signal cycle.
only for a brief time. The initial output is the full
square -pulse amplitude, with the same polarity, but
Under these circumstances the arrangement
behaves as a peak rectifier in the usual fashion,
this falls exponentially to zero in a very short time.
with R as load resistor across which the d.c. rectiWhen the pulse terminates, the charged capacitor
can discharge again and thus gives a brief spike
fied signal voltage is developed. Now, there being
no smoothing, the d.c. across R is pulsating with
of opposite polarity to the square pulse as far as
the output is concerned.
the full signal waveform, i.e. the signal is shifted

i
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Fig. 12(b) shows how the simple clippers of
Fig. 10(a) may be used to select only the desired
polarity of spikes and remove the others. A difficulty is here that the clipper circuit must be of
much higher impedance than the differentiator (as
Fig. 12(a) is called) preceding it to avoid interference with the differentiating function. Thus R1
should be at least five times as great as R. The
output must then be used in turn in a circuit whose
impedance is very much greater than the clipper,
otherwise the latter is disturbed. If this leads to
impossible restrictions on the minimum impedance
of the final consumer a cathode- follower may be
interposed at any stage of the chain to step -down
impedance.
Fig. 12(c) shows a typical example of an oscilloscope sync generator embodying all these
features. The high- amplitude signal from the
Y- amplifier is taken to a pentode- squarer of the
Fig. 10(c) variety, giving square pulses in rhythm

IF
i+

Output

RI

l

Anode
536

Output from
differentiator

Negative spikes
only

+R

Diode shorts out
positive spikes

Positive spikes
only

Output from

-

differentiator
Out:Jut
7.1

(C x

Diode shorts out
negative spikes

art of

Input

I

seconds
Square pulse
Input
T

13

pulse

12- Methods of producing voltage spikes for
synchronising or triggering a timebase circuit:
a (left)- square pulse differentiator; b (above)
diodes as polarity selectors; c (below) -complete
trigger /sync generator for timebase.
Fig.

J

R

End of
Input pulse
is less than 1/10T secs)

-

747
with the signal frequency. These
are differentiated to alternate polarity spikes in the coupling to
a cathode- follower where a sync amplitude control is also situated.
The fact that the cathode-follower
is operated near cut -off (self -bias
on high cathode resistor) means
that positive spikes are passed
preferentially an y w a y. The
remaining negative spikes are
removed by the diode clipper in
the output. leaving a pure train
of positive spikes for synchronising the timebase in rhythm with
the Y- signal to be displayed on
the oscilloscope. A trigger generator operating off the Y-signal,
or off any other control- waveform,
would be identical in appearance;
the difference is merely the application in controlling the timebase.

HT+ 250V

250k

V V

Signal from

11M

(Differentiates

C92

Y-amplifier
output

LI

Train of positive

trigger/sync

0.5}íF

pulses

0,IpF

The Sanatron Timebase

It may justifiably be said that the Sanatron and
the Miller -Transitron are the two Miller arrangements which are found in the majority of modern
oscilloscopes. The Sanatron, described in this
section, is useful where both synchronised and
triggered operations are desired in the final oscilloscope, whereas the simpler Miller -Transitron, to
be described in the next section, synchronises
excellently but is not suitable for stable triggered
operation.
Fig. 13(a) shows a basic multivibrator supplying
the relaxation drive squarewave for a basic Miller-

Anode

Short grid -base
pentode (Squarer)

-

III

+ 50pF tO

536=

27k

e

r'"

100pF

-

Cathode

(Negative

follower

clipper)

Integrator. The drive is here to the pentode suppressor, just to illustrate this Variant frequently
found. It does not really matter at what additional
electrode a Miller-Timebase is driven provided that
no conflicting circumstances are generated.
For drive at the suppressor the valve must rest
cut off at the suppressor, a sawtooth -run being
initiated by lifting the suppressor to its normal level
of zero volts. The coupling from the multivibrator
is thus a positive -peak clamp to chassis -potential
accordingly; compare with Fig. 11(a). It is important that the suppressor does not go positive, as
this could cause erratic behaviour, hence the clamp.
Note that the arrangement is not suitable for
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>

7>.

<47k

47kZy

}

Brief
positive

HT+
250V to
300V

C1

100k

1T1

Sync pulses

Anode

50pF

250k

S36
%2

ECC81

Much

larger_

than

C1

and C2

T

Fi

¿

Suppressor- driven
Miller integrator
V
multivibrator
Fig. 13a- Miller integrator timebase with fully external drive from a basic multivibrator. Notes
should be co- ordinated with the relative text.

T-

Positive peak
clamp

Basic

triggering, by using a univibrator instead of a
multivibrator, because the continuous signal for
proper operation of the suppressor -clamp would
then be absent. But the circuit can certainly be
synchronised by applying spikes in the usual way.
The same synchronisation can be achieved by
applying negative spikes, from a low- impedance
source such as a cathode- follower, to a small
cathode- resistor in the same multivibrator triode.
Applying negative spikes to the grid of the other
valve is much less effective unless their amplitude
is considerable.
Popular Form of the Circuit
Now the circuit of Fig. 13(a) can be simplified
in a very elegant way to give the Sanatron arrange-

on this

diagram

ment of Fig. 13(b), which is extremely popular.

The Miller valve itself is used simultaneously as

one half of the multivibrator, by employing cathode,
suppressor and anode as a triode. The Miller
capacitor is not taken from anode to grid but from
a tap on the anode -load to grid. The normal
Miller -step of grid -base amplitude is thus present
at the tap and is consequently much greater at the
anode, sufficient then to give a transition great
enough to cut the other triode sharply off, giving

the proper multivibrator- transition turning the
Miller valve hard on for a sawtooth run. The diode
prevents the suppressor going positive, which would
cause undesirable secondary- emission effects otherwise. Apart from this the multivibrator action is
normal; when the left -hand triode reaches cut-on
again the usual switch -over takes place, cutting the
Miller valve off again and causing
HT+ a flyback.
250V -300V

Rx

Timebase-amplitude Control
%47k

Negative -going

Ry

Brief

negative
sync or

I

sawtooth
output

150k

02

100k

trigger
pulses

Positive

squarewave
during
sawtooth -run

250k

250k

HT500k

Negative bias sufficient to
cause cut -off at suppressor

Fig. 136 -The popular Sanatron circuit.
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The 250kn potentiometer in
the left -hand triode grid circuit
controls the time that triode is
cut off, i.e. the time the Miller
is operative, as this functions as
timebase- amplitude control in the
manner already described. The
potentiometer in the Miller valve
grid circuit fuctions as time base -speed fine -control. A .switch
should select various capacitors
for C as coarse speed control, and
a second wafer on this switch
must select various values for Cl
to suit C, so that the time that
Othe Miller valve is cut-on at the
suppressor does not exceed the
bottoming time. It is common
practice to select about equal
values for C and Cl.
-continued on page
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS
MINI=

MINI11.

by Charles Rafarel

BEFORE getting down to DX reception, the
beginner should first of all gain a basic knowledge of the propagation problems involved.
The signal may arrive by one of several means of
propagation:
Local Reception
(1)

" Local" Reception

0

-50

miles

approx.

As is now known this is not exclusively " line of

sight " propagation, needing a clear visual path
between the transmitting and receiving aerials. In
fact the signal tends to follow the earth's contours
to some extent so that it can be received beyond the
horizon distance and even fairly successfully
under the shadow of intervening high ground,
although very close proximity of such obstructions
is extremely troublesome.
Tropospheric Reception
(2) Tropospheric Propagation 50 -500 miles
approx. Strange as it may at first appear the
greatest DX skill lies in the reception of stations
at distances of 250 -500 miles by this means. In
fact reception at distances of 500 -2,000 miles by
ionospheric propagation (see below) is a much

easier proposition.
Firstly let us consider what happens during
tropospheric propagation of a signal. Tropospheric
propagation is made possible because of refraction
of the path of the transmitted signal. Refraction
implies bending of the path of the signal because of
transition from a medium of one density into
another of a different density.
Certain atmospheric conditions near the earth's
surface can meet these requirements.
In order to bend our required signal away from
its tangential path at the horizon, and down towards
our receiving aerial, the intervening atmosphere
must be composed of layers of air at different
densities. When we have this condition the path of
the wave is progressively bent down to reach us at
distances greatly beyond the horizon.

Stratification
These layers of different density can arise when
changes of atmospheric temperature occur at different heights above ground level in still air. Under
these conditions the air becomes " stratified " into
layers in the required manner.
This stratification occurs most effectively when
we have a hot, still, sunny day followed by a sharp

fall in evening temperature, i.e. summer conditions,
or even much later in the year (October to December) when a fairly warm day is followed by a very
cold evening. These conditions are also conducive
to fog, and a foggy evening is a good indication of
possible tropospheric DX reception.
Tropospheric propagation is applicable to both
Bands I and III and also to u.h.f. Bands IV and V.
Reception conditions by this method are largely
predictable if we study prevailing weather con-

ditions.

The characteristics of tropospheric signals are
long duration, and slow fading reception.
Sporadic

"E"

Reception

Ionospheric -- Sporadic " E" Propagation
500 -2,000 miles approx. This is by far the most
spectacular from the point of view of results, but
it is in fact much more easily attained. Ionospheric
propagation is made possible by reflection of the
required signal during its path from the transmitter
to our receiver.
As before, the signal tends to leave the earth's
surface at a tangent, but if somewhere in the upper
atmosphere at a distance between 50 miles and 150
miles there is some medium capable of reflecting
the signal down again, then following optical laws
the angle of incidence will equal the angle of
reflection, and the signal will return to ground at
a distant point from the transmitter. This " skip
distance " will depend on the distance of the reflecting layer above the earth's surface, and the ground
area of the reflected signal will depend on the
surface area of 'the reflecting medium.
(3)

"Mirror

in the Sky"

This " mirror in the sky" for our ionospheric

reception is in fact provided by clouds of ionised
gas which occasionally float at random in the upper
atmosphere. The heights, surface areas, speeds of
movement and efficiency as reflectors of these
clouds are subject to random changes, and it is
these that give rise to the sporadic aspect of reception by this method.
The characteristics of " sporadic E " reception
are very strong signals at times, but prone to rapid
fading and to ghosting due to reflection from more
than one reflecting area.
While it may be infuriating to lose a beautiful
USSR picture just at the moment the neighbours
have arrived to gaze in wonderment, the chances
-continued on the next page
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Improving TUNER

UNIT

Gain

By A. E. J. Simons

T

HERE are many television receivers with
turret tuners using the PCC84 double triode
valve as a cascode r.f. amplifier. The gain of
such tuners can be increased by replacing the
PCC84 with the more modern PCC89 frame -grid
valve. In many areas the extra gain obtained on
Band III will be well worth the small modification
necessary.

Component Changes
First change the bias resistor R5 from 10051 to
8211. Fit the PCC89 valve and allow the receiver
to warm up before re- tuning.
Re-tuning

Switch receiver to a Band III programme and retune anode trimmer, C2, and aerial coil Ll for
maximum vision consistent with good sound. This
tuning is best carried out on the ITA test card. The
circuit (Fig. 1) shows R6 and R7 as gain controls
in some receivers R5 is connected to the a.g.c. line,
and R6 and R7 omitted. Also, in some receivers C2
may be a fixed capacitor and the inductance L3 is
tunable by the core.

-

Characteristics and Operation Conditions

PCC84

la

gm
mu
Vgl
Va

PCC89

12mA
6mA/V
24

-1.5V

200V

Ia
gm

mu
Vgl
Va

15mA

123mA/V
28

1.23V
200V

Fig.

1

-The

basic circuit of a cascade r.f. amplifier.

The F2 Layer

DX-T!!
-continued from the previous page
are that the fade -out of the Russian will be superseded by the resolution of, say, the Hungarian
signal because of change in skip distance.
With patience this phenomenon allows us to
receive many stations in Europe at different times
although they use the same channel at the same
time.
" Sporadic E" reception is best attempted during
the months of May to September, this being the
most active period of the year. Reception is, however, possible on occasions throughout the year.
" Sporadic E" conditions are not easily predictable
but tend to arise during unsettled and changing
weather.
Duration of reception of any one station can be
from only a few seconds to several hours and is
normally confined to Band I, although it can very
occasionally arise on Band III.

There is a fourth type of reception: by reflection
from the much higher F2 layer. This is only possible in periods near the maximum sunspot activity.
So patience until 1967 onwards for this, when we
may get transatlantic TV again. But take heart
the current sunspot minimum is not closely linked
with either tropospheric or " Sporadic E " propagation.
Next month we will deal with reception
techniques for each method.
To conclude here are some news shorts for
established DX viewers.
(1) Norway is for the first time operating on
Channel E3 from Lillehammer. "Norge "
test card has been received here.
(2) Late news shows a change in plan for
Bulgaria. No Band I station for Sofia after
all but Band III operation in two years time.
(3) U.H.F. reception at over 200 miles! West
German TV received in Belgium. So there
is hope yet!
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VICING
EVISION
(VERS
By L. Lawry Johns
No. 94:

1,000

PHILCO

ALSO known as the " Slender Seventeener "
the Philco 1,000 was the first of a series of
models constructed along the same basic lines
of separate panels and boards, some printed, some
wired.
Servicing of the upper panel is made very simple
as it can be removed from the cabinet and stood on
end on the bench with the receiver still working.
To release this upper assembly it is only necessary
to remove the two screws at the top of the cabinet,
at the same time supporting the assembling to
prevent it dropping. The knobs do not have to be
removed.
The lower deck (power and timebase chassis) is
just as simple to remove. This is done by removing
the octal plug (top chassis supply leads), releasing
the screws at either side, pulling the chassis back
and lifting clear.
The c.r.t. is secured to the cabinet shell. The
scan coils on the neck of the tube can be freed by
removing the five -pin plug from the lower deck.

J

A6

56pF

C31

L2°F

T4

R17

Tube Mounting

The tube fixings are exposed when the front
frame and, window is removed. This is held by four
screws, one -at each side and two at the bottom. It
is only necessary to remove this frame when it is
desired to.clean the tube face and the inside of the
window (with anti -static polish).
To remove the tube completely, disconnect the
e.h.t. lead from the side of the tube, remove the
scan coils, base socket and ion trap magnet from
the rear and then slacken the top two fixing nuts
securing the tube mounting straps to the cabinet.
Slacken rather more the two screws securing the
tube straps. Note the position of the straps around
the plastic collar and the distance of the collar from
the front of the tube. Remove by lifting forward
out of the tube strap.
Fit the plastic collar to the tube to be fitted, ensuring that it occupies the exact position as it did
previously, then assemble tube into position in its
straps, making sure that the tube is quite square
All HT+

56pF
¡G-L3-5

To pin 3 or
octal soc t

1.5k

i5k,,

A19

T6

C37=

Ale

1OCK)P

pine
of
octal
sockai

To

To C27
V3

Tes
nt

EF80

AO

R24

A2

oi

0.1,JF

3300

Y

nT2I_ ,
' Test

4

5

polnt

R2ç,
220P.

R31
12k

330
1_J

OdyF

R16

1200
R3

3

TTs

C28

3000pF

A,=

C63
O.TF

C23
3000pF

Fig.

I

-The

VR3

1M

V7yVontres t

vision i.f. strip.
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R55 and pin 6 of octal plug

1000

1

HTt
2

C71

R70

500

120k

R73

óllllo

1.8K

-

R86

47k

1712

á

-

--

Tc

ó

4

Frame coils

Line coils

-5

CB2

ó

iñ

ill

AW43-80

P781

A49

Vi
EYg6

g
L5
Variable
ó150pF width taps
C

ki

L ñe hold

R67
15k

V16

V14

C87 160k
300pF

R69

PF

0 -0

-

LB

L4

R83
C78
1000
pF

10k

N

1k

2
e

V1113

jECC82
R71

4700>

tOÖPF

R

coils

SKT

r

=CESO
0O

R81ti

.01NF

2M

R79
2.2M

R78

PLO

880

2.2M

12

1

220k

183

/
/

0.1

R824.7k

pF

VR10

r

R74 33k

pin 8 of
octal plug

To

Scanning

C81

0.0311F

4

a

C

R75
3.9K

R72

To

2M

T11

5

Focus<ná

Fig. 2 -The line timebase and c.r.t. circuit.

before tightening screws and nuts. The tube used
is a 90° Mullard AW43 -80 which is, of course,
electrostatically focused.
The mains lead is of the three -core type with
the green lead connecting to the earthing spring
shown in Fig. 2. This spring connects to the top of
cabinet and it is stressed therefore that when the
top deck is fitted, the cabinet is at earth potential
which is, of course, what is required when the
receiver is normally used from a safety point of
view.
However, when the rear cover is removed for
servicing purposes, an earthed cabinet can be awkward since the chassis frame is (or should be) connected to the black lead and, apart from R50
(2.2Mí), the chassis and the cabinet are insulated
from each other. When servicing therefore, it is
suggested that if a mains isolating transformer cannot be used the green lead be disconnected from

the mains plug to reduce the possibility of the
handler putting himself across the mains accidentally due to a wrongly wired plug or socket.
Faults to be Expected

The usual PY32 faults can be expected and these
normally are that the valve becomes partially
gassed, showing as a blue glow inside the envelope
which may clear after some time when the getter is
still able to cope.
This period becomes longer and longer however
and it may be half an hour or more before operating
voltage is reached and a picture appears. Occasionally
the valve flashes over inside blowing the fuse, and
where the fuse rating has been exceeded, the choke
L3 to the on /off switch may become open -circuited
and when there is no supply to the fuse holder this
possibility should be checked.
TO

BE

CONTINUED

Smoothing choke

VR7

Frame lin

<

Tag F

Line linearity

Tag

Line Hold

Frame Hold Height

Fig.

control

Frame lin2

3-An

above -chassis view

of the lower deck.
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ANEIY-PRACT/CAL WAY
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Electronics

Radio

:

including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi -Fi equipment; Computers; Servo -meths; Test instruments; Photo -electrics; Nucleonics, etc.

FOR

...Your Career
...Your Own Business
...An Absorbing Hobby

Radiostructor -an organisation specialising in
electronic training systems -offers a new self instructional method usine specially designed
equipment on a "do -it-yourself" basis. You learn
by building actual equipment with the big kits
of components which we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole
series of interesting and instructive experiments
with no complicated mathematics! Instructional
manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and
interesting way -in fact, you really have fun whilst
learning! Fill in the coupon below for full particulars.
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8/3 UAP42 7/8

VP4
VP13C

l'ß105

3/81-

9/8
9/- OCiBW a6/6/8 OC19
26/7/- 0C37 23122/a 01720 26/9/- OM 12/6

61- OCt18

4/8 0070
14/8 0071

7/. 0079

6/6
PY83
Vß150 6/PY80
5/- UB41 12/- 1Y107 20/6
PY400 9/- U8C41 6/9 1V729 17/6
PY401 10/- IlB091 7/8 X41
16/PZ30
17/6 liRF40
- X06
7/6
RIS 34111 UBF89 718 X74
28/2
1t14
14/- I.; 81.21 111- X79
40/9
N19
UIX:84
71Si- X109 22/1
RP41
66I2l- U1Y;85 8/8 163
RPRI
2l- UCFbO lOIB 338
e/51126
27/2 l',CU21 91- L749
19I6
T4I
91 1.1'H42 7/8 rraerteren
'/e
TH41
CCH41
13/-

OC73

OC74
OC7S

0076

i7

OC

OC79
OC81

OM

OC88

0084

0C170

27/6

10/-

2116
SI-

9/3
91-

22/6
25/616

8/8

8/-

1618161-

8/6

12/-

g/8/-

101-

8/8/6
9/6

OC771 1018
OCP71 17/6
11AT100 7/9

d dioder
MATl01 a/e
il- M1T120 719
6/9 0573
8/.IMAT1218/8
All triode are new, tlret quality brands only, and
enhlect tn makerí Pull guarantee. We do not handle
manufamurerc' ,ende or relret,, whch are oftee
described
'new and f^sted" but which hag
limited and ^ unreliable life. Complete catalogue ef
over 1000' valren act,lally In ,trok, wlth re,iet4wa,
condensers. traneformerw. microphone,. epeakese,
metal reetiBere, etc. 6d. post free.

TH9:::3 1î18 1:C!La9
11/18 UC1.03

6/8 T5881'
8/8 CIO

Ir.v4;UD

t

916 11191
I8 U351

idescribed
107- CV3l

7t
BLOCK

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

in
OA9

J(

(We do not employ representatives)

ACOUSTIC

EXPRESS SERVICE I
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE. DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON

1

Address
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed
in Stack now

L5. 2.6
L5. 7.6
L6. 7.6

CI7BM, FM, HM
C17LM, PM, SM

L6. 7.6

C2I HM, SM, TM

[7,17.6

CMEI402
CMEI702, 1703
CME 705

L5. 7.6

L6.12.6
L7.10.0
L7.12.6
L7.17.6

[5. 5.0
L6.12.6
L6.12.6
L7. 7.0
[8. 7.6
L4. 2.6
L4.12.6
LS. 7.6
L5.17.6
L6. 7.6
L7.17.6
L6.17.6
44. 2.6
L4. 2.6
L5. 2.6
L6.12.6
L6. 7.6
L6. 7.6
L7.12.6

CME2101
CRM93

CRMI24
CRMI41, 2, 3, 4
CRMI52, 153
CRMI71, 2, 3
CRM2II, 212
MW6 -2
MW22 -16
MW3I.16, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW41 -I
MW43 -64, 69
MW43 -80
MW53 -20
MW53 -80

[7.12.6
L6.I2.6

T90IA
I4KP4A,
171 K,

L5. 2.6
L6. 7.6

141 K

172K, 173K

[6.12.6

6901A
7201A, 7203A
7204A

L5. 2.6
LS. 5.0
L6. 7.6

7401 A
7405A

L6.I6.2
All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE
1216

716, via B.R.S.

NOW THREE LOW

or

via passenger train.

HELP YOU BECOME
EXPERT IN
AN
RADIO,
ELECTRONICS, OR
TELEVISION
Our now famous Electronic Course won instant
acclaim when offered Just over one year ago.

NOW WE ARE PROUD TO BE ABLE
TO OFFER TWO NEW COMPANION COURSES IN RADIO AND
T.V. FOR THE SAME REASONABLE
COST.

The lessons are crystal clear, practical, easy to
taster and use. Early lessons make fundamental/.
clear even totthe beginner, while other lessons will
give you the practical -know-how" of an expert!

L2 down (plus carriage)
balance LI per month.

Midland Stockists:- -

17ín. CRM171,
MW43 -69, 43 -64,
751- Plus Carriage.
Guaranteed
12

months

Just clip the coupon indicating the course required.
You must be convinced that this is the best value
electronic, radio and tv.
u have ever seen
training otherwise you can return the manual
if sent with orders
for have your money
after you have examined it in your own home for a
period of seven full days.
The price? Only 381- per course, pleu postage.

YOU

CAN

QUALIFY

FOR

CERTIFICATE.

A

Details sent with each course ordered.

FREE

DATA

HANDBOOK
ORDER

WITH

EVERY

FREE TRIAL OFFER
TERMS ONLY

To

51-

EER tYEI?E'.

SIM -TECH BOOR COMPANY, Dept,
West End, Southampton, Hants.

Send ELECTRONICS COURSE

F51110 COI -RSE

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.11. BAT 6859
Open Sats.
South of the Bridge.
until 4 p.m.

PVC3,

[J

TELEVISION COURSE
for a full seven days' free trial. If not delighted T may
roturn the ,course post paid without further obligation
oty part. Otherwise I will pay cash or
n ethic until paid.
(No extra for interest if paid
rr guixrlv.l
Tick here if enclosing full price (we pay postage),
day
n

o

48

Quantity

Price

Type

3/18

37/6
37/6
(These tubes will replace the
Mullard MW3I -74 etc. but are
Uin. longer. They have aluminised
screens).
58
22

3/31

37/6
57/6
57/6
75/75/75/75/75/75/-

108/K
T12/44
T12/549

9
15

8
2

TRI7/10
1900
SEI7/70
Cl2B
7203
7204
AW43-88
AW43-80
CMEI702

18
5

2
4

4
7
6
5
3

2

CME1703
CME1705

12
15

AW53-88
AW47-90

75/-*
75/ -*
75/ -*
75/ -*
751 -*
95/ -*
95/ -*

95/CI7AF
48
* Types marked thus:- *, have
scratches or slight marks. All other
types are perfect.

CARRIAGE 716
passenger train.

B.R.S.

or

1216

AMPLION TAPE
RECORDER KITS
with digital counter,
twin track, complete with microB.S.R. Deck,

SA

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

maker's cartons, and GUARAN12 MONTHS.

TEED FOR

and electronic equipment. Are YOU prepared to
get your share of the money to be earned

240

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
14in. CRM141, 2 6716. Others 5716

To clear excess stocks of obsolete
and shop -soiled tubes.
All unused, many in the original

that have been
printed in large volume and bound into one giant
S x I fin, manual to reduce cost- Compares favourably
with some courses coating ten times as much. By
receiving all lessons at one time you save letter
writing. additional postage, and other expenses.
Everyone can benefit Irons these practical courses.
No obi fashioned ideas used here. Just straight forward easy to understand explanations to help
you get ahead in radio, electronics or television.
Modern wireless and t.v- seta me complex circuits,
but their function is based on surprisingly few
principles. These principles can easily he mastered
when explained clearly.
That is the object of
these courses. Boon you will be well on your way
to becoming a first -class radio, electronics, or t.v.
technician.
More and more people are needed every day to repair
wireless sets, amplifiers, VHFIFM radios, televisions

Amateur

Electronics Co.
Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

AUTUMN
SALE

These are real home -study courses

TERMS

for

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

COST COURSES TO

Tubes

AW36-20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80, 88
AW43 -89
AW47 -90, 91
AW53 -80
AW53 -88
CI4BM, FM

1

October 1963

TELEVISION

a

ln,nnt

Cm.

v lark guarantee. postage charges
Overseas customers please send lull

tilleg

Ireland).

phone and tape. Last few, including
smart strong cabinet, L12.19.6. AC
or DC model, FOR 110 VOLTS or
230 VOLTS (for ships etc.), L15.15.0.
This is the only tape recorder on
the market which will work on AC
or DC 110 volts/230 volts at the
turn of a switch.
Carriage and packing on these kits
1216.

Nam,

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48
City

County
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF

MI

EW
BY G. J. KING

PART 4
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

564

OF THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE

IN

past articles in this series we have seen how
complete picture in full colour can be built
up by the use of three separate picture tubes,
producing picture separation in red, green and
television primary colours.
' blue-the three
Each picture, of course, is composed of the
colour components of the televised scene corresponding to the colour output of the tube. For
instance, on the blue tube is displayed all the blue
parts of the picture, while the red and green tubes
display the red and green parts of the picture.
The three colour- separated pictures are then projected optically onto a common viewing screen.
Now, if all the pictures fall accurately on top of
each other
give good registration -and the
brightness of each colour separation is carefully
adjusted
give the correct hues -then a very
good colour picture results. That is, of course,
provided the colour signals are accurately derived
a

-to
-to

either simultaneously or sequentially, depending
upon the type of system (see last month's article).
An optically integrated three picture tube display
system can thus be used with either a simultaneous
or sequential system, and it makes no difference
whether the transmission is via wire (closed- circuit)
or a radio circuit.

Optical Problems
There are many optical problems associated with
the three -tube display system, and readers who
have had experience of a single -tube monochrome
projection set will probably appreciate just how
many problems could arise from the use of three
tubes and three optical systems -in trying to get
them all to focus together over the entire screen
area without distortion, while at the same time
maintaining accurate colour registration over the
full area of scan.
For these reasons the three -tube projection colour
display system is rarely used domestically, though
it may sometimes be found in large screen colour
systems. The colour display device is the weakest
link in the colour television chain to date, and it is
this which keeps the price of colour sets at a high
level. There have been numerous and interesting
developments in this field aimed not only at getting
a single tube to respond to three primary colours
but also at reducing production costs.
Single -gun Colour Tubes
Among these recent developments are the Philco
" Apple " tube, the Sylvania -Thorn " Zebra " tube
and the Mullard " Banana " tube. There are others
with the common factor of just a single gun
assembly, some of which automatically " switch "
the electron beam from one colour phosphor to
another as required by the signal (these are some-

times called " switching tubes ") and others called
" beam indexing tubes " in which the modulation is
altered to 'suit the colour which is lit at the time.
These are sometimes called " sensing tubes ", since
there is a sensing device which produces a pulse
related to the lit colour.
Shadow Mask Colour Tube
None of the tubes above is in mass production
and the single tube system which is featured in all
contemporary colour television systems is the
" shadow mask " tube. This uses three electron
guns, as distinct from the single -gun assembly of
the switching and beam indexing tubes. Even
though the shadow mask tube is in mass production, the output is limited and the price is still very
high compared with a monochrome tube of
similar dimensions. Nevertheless, with a boost in
colour television in Great Britain it is expected that
the price of the shadow mask will fall considerably;
that is, unless some other-possibly less inherently
expensive method is not evolved in the meantime.
Fortunately, almost any type of colour display
device can be used with either the NTSC or
SECAM colour system, so even if a new tube is
invented there is every reason to expect that the
remainder of the colour system (transmitter and
receiver) will remain unchanged. This is one big
factor in favour of an almost immediate launching
of a British colour system.
The shadow mask tube translates the three
signals corresponding to the primary colours red,
blue and green into a complete and seemingly coincident picture in full colour. The basic structure
is revealed in Fig. 19. From this it will be seen
that the basic principles of operation closely follow
those of the relatively simple monochrome tube.
However, there are two chief points of difference.
Three electron gun assemblies-one for each
primary colour-are used to produce a triple
electron beam converging onto the screen; and the
screen itself differs widely from that of a black and
white tube. Further, a perforated metal plate
located directly
called the " shadow mask "
behind the screen.

-

-is

Tricolour Dots
The screen is composed of

-

a regular mosaic of
extremely small phosphor dots which are grouped
in adjacent triangles of three dots. Each triangle
contains a dot of three different colour- emitting
phosphors -blue, green and red. The electron gun
which " fires " its beam onto, say, the phosphors
which glow red when bomb. ded is called the " red
gun ", and likewiFe we have blue and green guns.
The shadow mask ensures that the electron beam
from the red gun always strikes the red -glowing
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phosphors and that the beams from the blue and
green guns always strike the blue- and green -glowing phosphors respectively. The shadow mask
geometry is such that the beam from, say, the blut
gun can never strike the green- and red- glowing
dot phosphors, the beam from the red gun can
never strike the blue- and green -glowing phosphors
and the beam from the green gun can never strike
the red- and blue -glowing phosphors.
In practice not all the electrons from the beams
get through the appropriate apertures in the shadow
mask to strike the dot phosphors, and it has been
calculated that about three- quarters of the total
number of electrons are absorbed by the metal
Phosphor -dot screen

Three -gun
assembly

Shadow
mask

October, 1963

the dots do not appear as separate colours. If the
separate colours are balanced correctly in terms of
relative brightness, then a white raster is produced
(see Fig. 1 in Part 1 of this series). This means
that the shadow mask tube can be used for displaying a picture in monochrome as well as in
colour.
By adjusting the relative brightness of each dot
in each trio the creation of almost any colour in
the spectrum is possible, as will be understood from
the earlier articles in this series dealing with colours.
It is noteworthy that in excess of one million
phosphor dots are contained on the screen of a
typical 19ín. shadow mask picture tube, giving a
total number of trio groups in the region of 342,000.
In effect, then, the shadow mask is rather similar
to a three -tube display device, but all in a single
tube and devoid of the optics. The three electron
guns are each modulated by one of the three
primary colour signals. The triple electron beam
converging on the screen thus embodies all the
colour information necessary to " energise " any
trio of phosphor dots in the correct colour balance.
Although we are not bothered with complicated
optical problems on the shadow mask tube, as we
are with three separate tubes in optical coupling,
there are, nevertheless, other rather critical factors
which need to be adequately satisfied before successful colour rendering is possible.

Purity Adjustment
Fig. I9a (above) -Basic structure of the shadow
mask colour c.r.t., showing the three -gun assembly.
Each tetrode gun is similar to a monochrome counterpart with electrostatic focusing. The three focusing
electrodes and final anodes are brought out to common
connectors, while the cathodes, grids and first anodes
are brought out to separate connectors.
Fig. 19b (right)- Adjacent triangular pattern of the
dot phosphors.
Fig. 19c (below)-The metal shadow mask is positioned a little under I in. from the screen, and the
geometry is cleverly arranged so that the three
beams pass through a single hole in the mask and
diverge to strike their corresponding colour phosphors.
The three beams are deflected together and at any
part of the screen, a beam can strike only the phosphor
of corresponding colour.

ej
e 447h--

Hole in mask

,

Shadow
mask
Red

phosphor

Green beam

Green
phosphor
Blue
phosphor

Three beams diverge to form
small electron triangle

Phosphor -dot
screen

shadow mask. This, of course, means that the tube

is running well below maximum efficiency and is

one of the shortcomings sometimes levied against
the shadow mask technique.
If all the phosphors are bombarded simultaneously, the result is an admixture of red, green
and blue lights, and at the correct viewing distance

A colour picture is said to be " pure " when a
red signal only produces a red raster without any

spurious display of other colours -and likewise
with blue and green signals. Owing to shortcomings in the manufacture of the tube and the
close tolerances that are essential for correct operation, any standard tube without some form of correction would not produce pure colours as .described above. On a red only signal, for example,
there would be displayed on the screen a red raster
distorted by other spurious hues, and likewise with
displays due to blue and green signals.
This is because the red beam, say, strikes not
only the red -glowing dots, but also a little of the
blue and green ones, and so with the beams of the
other two colours.
The " purity adjustment ", consisting of two
ring magnets on the tube neck, adequately resolves
these problems without too much trouble. The
magnet assembly is rather like that employed for
picture shift on the neck 'of a monochrome tube,
and by adjusting the magnets together or separately
a transverse field across the neck can be changed in
direction of strength. The three beams can thus be
adjusted so that they appear to emanate from some-
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where along the tube neck which coincides with the
holes in the shadow mask.

Static Convergence
To make the three colour separation pictures

overlap and be perfectly coincident a convergence
adjustment is incorporated on the tube neck. The
" static convergence " applies to the centre of the
screen and it is made so that the three focused
beams coincide exactly. However, though they may
coincide here, they may well fall out of step as the
three beams are scanned towards the edges of the
picture. This is corrected by a " dynamic " convergence yoke on the tube neck. This yoke features
three windings (Fig. 20), one for each gun, and the
windings are fed with current waveforms at the
line and field frequencies. Thus, the varying magnetic fields resulting from the waveforms correct
the position of the three scanning spots as they are
scanned from top to bottom and from left to right
of the screen.
The static convergence field may be produced by
passing d.c. through the windings of the convergence yoke or it may be obtained from a separate
permanent magnet.
A further adjustment for shifting the blue beam
horizontally is also provided. This allows the blue
beam to be shifted relative to the red and green
beams. Again, the adjustment is in the form of a
small permanent magnet on the tube neck, and it
is called the " blue lateral shift magnet ".
Although the foregoing adjustments corresponding to the shadow mask tube may seem, on the face
of it, somewhat formidable, it is, at least, nice to
know that the adjustments on recent tubes are fewer
and less complex than those necessary on the earlier
tubes for accurate colour rendering. In the early
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TELEVISION
20 -The basic arrangement of the dynamic
convergence coils used on
Fig.

II

IIf-Cens

the neck of a shadow
mask picture tube. There
is a coil for each gun and
they are fed from signals
associated with the line
and field waveforms.

days even the earth's magnetic field had an
influence on the purity and the constancy of the
colour rendering over the screen area. Now all
that is required is the simple demagnetisation of
the whole receiver should it be subjected to a very
strong magnetic field or if it has undergone a major
move in location.
Nevertheless, the shadow mask tube is still influenced by strong external magnetic fields much
more than a monochrome set, and a recent case of
picture disturbance on a colour set was traced to
the wires in a piano which had undergone slight
magnetisation. The cure in having the piano completely demagnetised.
In spite of the electron loss in the shadow mask
itself, recent tubes give a far greater light output
than the early specimens, resulting in part from the
use of a new red phosphor. Indeed, the shadow
mask tube is capable of giving some very fine
colour pictures as those readers who studied the
colour sets at the last Radio Show will agree.
Next month we will see what the colour signal
looks like and how it compares with the monochrome television signal.
PART
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APPEARS IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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Beginning next month in PRACTICAL TELEVISION

AMATEUR TELEVISION TRANSMITTING ,
first article of this new series introduces the TV ham, the scope and
nature of his activities, his equipment and the licensing regulations.
Following issues will include articles describing the construction and use
of equipment for an amateur television station. Also, in the near future,
comprehensive details will be given of a converter which, when incorporated in a standard, domestic TV receiver, will enable amateur
The

transmissions to be received.

Don't miss this introductory article to the
fascinating hobby of Amateur Television
Order your copy of the November Practical Television now.
On sale

....
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PART ONE

:

THE SYSTEM OUTLINED

is to acquaint
the reader with the items of equipment he
will need in order to feed good pictures into
his domestic television receiver. The equipment to
be described is so designed that no modifications
whatsoever are required to the domestic television
receiver, the signal being fed in at the aerial socket
just as if it were a broadcast_ signal received on an
aerial.
Some discussion will be given of conditions of
operation where they affect the choice and design
of components, but no discussion of operation of
equipment from the standpoint of programme
production will be given, as this has already been
well covered by Mr. H. Peters in the November/
December 1962 issues of this magazine.
The basic purpose of each component and circuit
stage will also be described, and estimates of the
probable prices involved. Detailed circuit descriptions will follow in the two constructional follow -up
articles in the next months; these will deal with
the camera head unit and the camera control unit
respectively, and will include the full theoretical
circuits and layout diagrams.
The present article presents block diagrams of all
equipment, to give the reader a clear grasp of what
is involved and enable him to make the decision
whether to build this apparatus. If so, he should
set about ordering the vidicon camera tube and
accessories (focus coils, scan coils, line and frame
transformers) as soon as possible, also the optical
items, so that these essential components are in
his possession by the time publication of constructional details commences next month.

THE purpose of this first article

Estimate of Total Cost of Equipment

The basic set of equipment to be described in
these articles involves an optical lens system on a
home built vidicon camera head unit with built -in
head amplifier, a nine -valve control unit containing entirely standard receiving valves and
ordinary components to be found in any advertiser's

lists, and a good camera-tripod. The only expensive
and unusual items in the control unit are the
special set of four transformers obtainable from
Messrs. EMI, which form the line and frame oscillator and output transformers.
If one wishes to obtain the best quality and
sensitivity, it is necessary to obtain a really good
optical system and tripod, and these two items will
then cost about the same as all the rest of the
equipment. A good precision lens conforming to
optimum specifications discussed later in this
article can cost up to 30 guineas, or even more, and
a precision tripod with pan /tilt head can cost about
the same.
However, if the reader intending to build this
CCTV equipment is already a keen 35mm camera
photographer and 16mm cine-film photographer, he
will very likely already possess the necessary optical
items and tripod_so that these then play no role in
determining the price of his contemplated CCTV
equipment. Or, if he does not already possess the
exact items needed, he may now consider their
purchase doubly justified because they can be used
for his photographic hobby too, when not in use
for the CCTV equipment.
Another method which can achieve drastic cuts
in the price of optical equipment is to use lenses
from government surplus equipment, some of which
can give very good results and are quite cheap.
However, simple magnifying glasses or other primitive " toy " arrangements can not be used. The
definition of images from such lenses is very poor,
the focal length generally too long and the aperture
too small, so that high illumination would be
required for even moderate sensitivity.
Readers with experience in metalwork can also
design and build their own tripod with pan /tilt
head, probably at very low cost in material.
The Tube and Coils

The EMI 10667 vidicon tube, together with a
set of focus and scan coils and transformers, is now
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marketed by EMI and by various advertisers at
prices between 20 and 60 guineas. The general
tendency in recent times seems to be for these
prices to decrease, so that amateur constructions
have now become definitely feasible projects as far
as the financial side is concerned. This was in
fact formerly the main barrier, not any particular
technical difficulty. However, it must here be
stressed that the vidicon camera tubes in these
" amateur component sets " often have some slight
blemish making them unsuitable for high -class
broadcasting, and this often accounts for their
cheap release for amateur experiments. The
blemishes are mainly in the form of small dead
spots in some position of the scanned target area, or
slight non -uniformities of the target. A first -class
tube free of all blemishes is more expensive, costing up to £50 alone, without coils and transformers.
The remaining circuitry comprising video amplifiers, scan and sync generators, r.f. oscillator and
modulator is straightforward and uses only
standard receiver components. The entire 11 -valve
circuitry in camera head and control unit should
not cost more than about £20, probably less if
judicious use is made of surplus items.
Summing -up, it may thus be said that, at the
one extreme, if a first -class lens, first -class tripod
and top quality vidicon tube are purchased, and
the circuitry built entirely with new components,
an outlay somewhat over £150 could turn out to be
necessary. At the other extreme, if judicious use of
surplus equipment is made, existing or home -made
(or surplus) optical equipment employed, and
" amateur quality " vidicon tube with accessories
obtained, the total outlay for the whole project can
be as low as £50, i.e. comparable to the purchase
of a domestic television receiver. Naturally, such a
TV receiver will have to be either available or purchased in addition.
405 or 625 Lines?

The equipment as described in these articles is
laid out for 625 lines, with an output signal according to the CCIR-standard, i.e. black is high carrier

BY E. McLOUGHLIN
amplitude, white is low carrier amplitude, and sync
pulses represent full carrier amplitude.
The reason for this choice is solely that the
effective pick -up sensitivity increases with the
number of lines used, because the raster is then
" read -off " more often, and this can just make the
difference between having to use photographic
floodlights with short life or being able to manage
with two or three ordinary 100W or 150W bulbs for
lighting interior scenes.
No gain in definition is possible with the specified vidicon and accessories when changing from
405 to 625 line operation; in fact, the obtainable
resolution is only in the region of a poorly interlaced 405 -line broadcast signal anyway. However,
it is very acceptable for amateur use, and definition in the shadows is better than in highlights, so
that general picture appearance is good.
It may justifiably be assumed that the practical
television enthusiast who builds this equipment will
certainly be keeping up with the times in other
respects, and thus will be modifying his 405 -line
receiver for dual-standard operation, or purchasing
a new dual- standard receiver. However, for those
who wish to keep to 405 lines, parallel additional
instructions will be given throughout the constructional articles wherever differences arise.
Monitor Equipment
The camera operator should ideally be able to se,.
the televised picture from his camera on a small
local receiver serving as monitor. This function
corresponds more or less to the viewfinder on an
ordinary camera, and serves the additional purpose
here of checking for correct setting of all electrical
controls.
No specific monitor is involved in this article,
because any second television receiver may
obviously be used. There are many offers of
second -hand TV sets on the advertisers pages, at
extremely low prices.
Choice of a receiver with small c.r.t. is of great
advantage for monitor use, as it enhances portability,
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and this is fortunately also the factor which makes
these sets very cheap. A TV receiver purchased for
conversion to a monitor may have a defective tuner
and i.f. strip, and also the sound channel may be
inoperative. All these items are not essentially
required in the basic system, as a video output for
a monitor without r.f. section is provided on the
control unit. However, if the r.f. section is working
on the receiver to be used as monitor, it is as well to
use it, feeding both monitor and main receiver(s)
off the modulated r.f. output of the control unit.
This then gives the additional check at the camera
that the modulator and r.f. oscillator are working
properly in the control unit, and that the oscillator
is tuned correctly to th.: selected channel.
A word of warning here! This being a closed circuit TV system employing not plain video but
modulated r.f. on the distribution cable, it is essential to pay proper attention to screening. The
signal must not be allowed to radiate, as this is
forbidden by G.P.O. regulations.
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respects it is similar to a miniature oscilloscope
c.r.t., and a practical description of its functioning
may best be commenced by pointing out the differences in this comparison.
The vidicon contains the cathode, grid, first
anode plate and electrostatic focus cylinder in much
the same arrangement as an electrostatic oscilloscope c.r.t. However, the final anode plate beyond
the electrostatic focus cylinder connected to the first
anode plate in the oscilloscope tube, is here missing.
Instead, a mesh- electrode is placed across the beam,
close to the " screen " and connected to the focus
cylinder which is here generally called the wall
anode. This arrangement gives a strong decellerating field close to the " screen " (here called the
target) and the beam stabilises the target potential
at cathode potential.
It is clear that this arrangement alone is incapable
of focusing the beam onto the target, because the
necessary electrostatic focusing lens is only produced when a cylinder -electrode of somewhat lower.
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-Basic arrangement of EMI

Both the camera head and control unit must -be
built in totally closed ventilated metal cabinets,
and all cables screened. The mains input cable
must embody TVI filters. The distribution cable
must be coaxial aerial cable; twin feeder or flex
are not permitted, as these can radiate appreciably
when poorly installed. If the TV receivers used
have aerial sockets for twin feeder, then the cable
must be run coaxial right up to each receiver, and
the necessary balancing transformer located right at
the end, so that only an inch or two of twin feeder
is still needed from its output to the receiver aerial
sockets.-

The Vidicon Camera Tube

A vidicon is essentially a low voltage cathode
ray tube. It employs no voltage exceeding 300V in
normal use, so that it may be run off conventional
h.t. supplies. In size and in a number of other

TV- Camera Head for CCTV.

potential is situated between two plate electrodes at
higher potential, as in the conventional oscilloscope
tube. Thus the vidicon requires an additional
magnetic focus coil round its exterior, to exert the
main beam focusing influence in the same way as
in a TV receiver c.r.t. The potential of the wall
anode, which influences the nature of the electrostatic decellerating field in front of the target, can
then be varied to obtain fine focus control.
No electrostatic deflector plates are present, the
line and frame scan of the target being performed
by means of deflector coils exterior to the tube, in
the same arrangement as for a TV receiver c.r.t.
Also, scan circuits very similar to those found in
TV receivers are used, except that everything
operates at a lower voltage and power level here.
The Target

The target of the vidicon tube is the really
new electrode, which cannot be likened to any
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of CCTV Camera Head described in this series of articles. The next article will give full
constructional details of this head unit. Four coaxial signal cables and one 8 -pole screened power cable connect the
camera head to the control unit shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2-Basic arrangement

found in oscilloscope or TV receiver c.r.t. It is in
place of the luminous coating, otherwise producing
light wherever the electron beam strikes it in the
other c.r.t. types.
The target of the vidicon consists of a layer of
photoconductive material desposited on a transparent metallic coating functioning as common
electrode. The photoconductive layer faces the
internal electron beam and the common electrode,
called the signal electrode, faces the optically flat
window of the front end on the tube. This is
about lin. in diameter for the specific vidicon tube,
and an area of 9.5 x 12.7mm on this is scanned by
the raster.
The photoconductive layer has a high resistance
at all points on it between front (electrode-beam
impingement side) and back (signal electrode),
when it is completely in the dark. Wherever a
point on it is now illuminated however, the
resistance drops in proportion to the intensity of
illumination, so that beam current can flow across
the layer to the signal electrode whenever the scanning beam passes the point(s) in question. The
corresponding signal across the signal electrode
load resistor is then the required video output,
which represents the electrical conversion of the
picture image projected onto the scanned area of
the target by means of a conventional optical lens
system (as in a photographic camera; the target is
in this respect to be considered as the " photographic film ").
Another way to describe events at the illuminated
target: consider that, initially in the dark, the
electron beam deposits sufficient electrons on the
photoconductive layer to charge the front surface
back to cathode potential. No further electrons can

then be taken up on the target, and the beam
current scatters back to the wall anode, chiefly. As
soon as a target -point is illuminated, there is a
conducting path through to the signal electrode at

the rear and, because this signal electrode is given
a judicious small positive potential (target bias
control), it can draw off electrons from the front of
the photoconductive layer at that point. When the
scanning beam then next comes to that point, it
finds it above cathode potential again, and can thus
deposit the necessary quantity of electrons on it in
passing, to restore it to cathode potential.
One operates the vidicon such that the mean
target current is in the region of 0.251sA. The
target load resistor is in the region of 4.7kí2 (largest
value still allowing required video bandwidth in the
presence of inevitable stray capacities), so that the
resulting video signal output voltage is about lmV.
This is the sort of level obtained, say, from the
playback head on a good tape recorder in the
audio field, and one is familiar with the fact that
good amplifier gain, but by no means excessive gain,
is needed to amplify such signal levels to a usable
final output. We may thus say that the sensitivity
of the vidicon is very good.
Optimum Operating Voltage Settings
A detailed study of the actual behaviour of a
vidicon target compared to the ideal behaviour just
described shows certain side effects. Thus there are
response lags involved.
The first of these represents a lag in the discharge process of the photoconductive elements, but
this is generally negligible for beam currents less
than one microamp, which is satisfied in practice.
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LIST
(See
(I)

COMPONENTS TO
IMMEDIATELY

OF

ORDER

text for discussion of prices and alternatives)
EMI Vidicon Tube, Type 10667.
Specify: 106675 (perfect quality studio tube)
I0667G (general use; slight blemishes)

I0667M (setting -up and experimental;

(2)
(3)

(4)
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many blemishes)
Focus Coil, Line Coil, Frame Coil, Tube base

for

10667.

Frame oscillator transformer 7AB/ 1005
Line oscillator coil
PLC7S2
For
Frame output transformer 7AB 1021 10667
Line output transformer
7AB/ 1013
Lens: Schneider Cine -Xenon RX (Bolex)
:

I.4!f =25mm

(5) Linhof double -profile tripod, Type 5248 /SPD
with pan /tilt head Linhof type 89.
Items -3 are obtainable from E.M.I. Electronics
1

Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex.
Items 4, 5 are obtainable from photographic
specialists.
All other components are standard valves, resistors, capacitors, etc., needing no special advance
ordering; normal parts lists will be given in

constructional articles.

The discharge lag is, of course, applicable to

stationary optical images as well as moving ones, as
it represents sluggishness in response on repeated
scans of the same scene.
The second type of lag is more serious, and
affects only moving scenes. It is called photoconductive lag, and produces much the same effects as
excessive afterglow on a TV receiver or oscilloscope
c.r.t. A moving object thus appears somewhat
smeared and an object moving across a stationary
background of high contrast appears to be slightly
translucent like a ghost.
In the vidicon, the effect can be produced when
the change of resistance of the photoconductive
layer in response to change of point illumination in
the optical image is not sufficiently rapid. The
effect is not completely avoidable, and so it must
be combated 'in practice by arranging operating
conditions to minimise visibility of its consequences.
We can define errors due to photoconductive lag
in terms of "echo percentage on successive frames ".
If a scene is suddenly switched off, e.g. by suddenly
closing the stop of the optical lens, the impression
on the conductivity of the target takes a certain lag
time to decay away. For the next few frames the
scanning beam will thus continue to produce a
video signal of the former image, at successively
weaker intensities. It is found that this " echo " on
the first frame after switching off the optical scene
can be reduced to some 15% of the original full
signal, but a long tail of echoes then follows on
successive frames, with much less rapid relative
decay. It is thus generally required to concentrate
only on reducing the first frame echo to as low a
value as possible and the most vital influencin t
factor is here the target beam current. This should
be set to about 0.25µA, by suitable adjustment of
the target bits control.
Another useful aid is to use so-called diffuse

" bias light " on the optical scene, to such an
extent that a general background illumination
amounting to about 20% of the peak illumination
results. In other words, excessive contrasts in the
televised scene should be avoided, indicating the
need for the type of lighting photographers are
familiar with for good colour photography. This
then does not require sudden changes from full
illumination state to total darkness state for elements of the vidicon target when objects in the
televised scene move about, so that frame echoes
are greatly reduced.
In practice, the first frame echo can be reduced
by a factor of three compared to high -contrast conditions. Further flattening of scene contrasts brings
no appreciable further improvement.
Illumination required
The specified EMI 10667 vidicon tube should
ideally operate at a mean target illumination of
5ft candles, althought usable and safe operation is
possible for mean target illuminations between 0.5
and 100ft candles.
The target bias must be adjusted in all cases for
025uA peak white current; correct values here lie
between 10 and 20V for target illuminations 50100ft candles, 25-60V for the optimum target
illumination of 5ft candles and anything up to 100V
for target illuminations of 0-5ft candles.
It is of advantage to use a video oscilloscope to
check the beam signal current amplitude, until one
has become accustomed to the relations between
scene brightness and target bias setting. However,
this matter is uncritical, because incorrect target
bias in relation to illumination merely gives a bad
picture and cannot in general damage the tube.
The target is not burnt by either failure of one or
both scan deflections or by excessive signal current.

such damage can be produced by
dark current (non-signal component
current present even in the dark),
this exceeds 0.8µA if the target bias
is turned up too high. It is thus essential to insert
resistors such that the top end of the target bias
potentiometer does not exceed 100V-especially if
non - technical operators are likely to use the equipment!
Let us now consider what the optimum target
illumination of 5ft candles represents in terms of
illumination for the televised scene and maximum
aperture of optical lens system. A rough formula,
applicable when the scene is situated many times
the focal length in front of a lens so that the image
is virtually in the rear focal plane, as will generally
be the case for CCTV studio or outside work,
However,
excessive
of target
i.e. when

states

that:-

Scene Brightness

-4A'

Image Brightness
Here A is the conventional stop- number or
"f
number " set on the lens. Its meaning is as
follows: if the focal length of the lens used is
divided by the number A, then the result is the
diameter of the stop -hole being used (or the entire
diameter of the lens. in simple cases using no stop).
If we now substitute the optimum target illumination of 5ft candles for the vidicon as image
brightness in the formula given, we see that the
optimum scene illumination is 20Alt candles.

/-
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lamps) in good reflectors will then definitely provide
sufficient artificial illumination.

Now full summer sunshine outdoors represents an
intensity of illumination around 15,000ft candles,
so that the optimum stop-number according to the
formula would come out as around f/27. The
smallest stop available on good short focus cine lens
is f/22; smaller stops approach the diffracting
characteristics of a pin -hole too much, causing
image-blurring. We see that, however, f/22 is
suitable as the vidicon can tolerate considerably
higher target illumination than the optimum.
Going to the other extreme, we may take a
single 100W bulb in a reflector, some 1 to 3yd
distant. We can expect scene illuminations of
around 5ft candles from this arrangement.
Exploiting the absolute minimum target illumination quoted as usable for the vidicon, i.e. 0.5ft
candles, the formula shows that a scene illumination of 2A' is needed. If this is to be 5ft candles
as here, we see that A will need to be about f /1.4.
Now, as all these values are quoted for 405 -line
operation of the vidicon, change to 625 lines will
just make the difference to enable satisfactory
pictures to be got at full- aperture of a f11.4 cine
lens and good room illumination of around 5ft
candles at home. Two or three 150W lighting
bulbs of ordinary type (not short -life photographic

Choice of Focal Length of Lens

ranges; we must now determine the optimum focal
length to get a correct general angle of view and
perspective.
The general rules are here applied, as always for
considerations of this kind, by considering the
diagonal of the image (diagonal of scanned frame of
the vidicon target in present case). The focal length
of the " normal " lens for general purpose use must
be roughly equal to this frame diagonal. The impression created by the final reproduced image is
then that of " normal vision ". If the focal length
used is n times shorter than the frame diagonal, we
obtain a wide angle or panoramic impression from
the reproduced images, and " n" is then called the
panoramic factor of the system. If the focal length
used is n times larger than the frame diagonal, we
get a close -up or telephoto effect, where n is called
the telephoto- factor, or often simply the magnification factor.
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Fig. 3 -Basic arrangement of CCTV Control Unit giving 625 -line output on CCIR standard, for direct feed to aerial
socket of domestic TV receiver. The final article of this series will give full constructional details, including
information for obtaining 405-line BBC standard operation if desired.
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It is of advantage, when intending to operate with
a single general- purpose lens, to choose one giving
a very mild telephoto effect with n =about 1.5.
Such an arrangement is known as a " portrait lens "
in photographic circles, and is here valuable, as
mild close -ups will be frequent in most televised

scenes and the true normal lens could be a bit weak
in this respect. The frame diagonal scanned on the
vidicon is 16mm, so that the focal length of the
general purpose lens should be about 25mm.
This has now fixed the specification of the
optimum lens as 1:1.4 /f =25mm, smallest stop
f/22. The normal lens of a 16mm cine- camera
matches these requirements and can be obtained
from any good photographic stockist. The author
uses the Schneider Cine-Xenon RX originally intended for the Bolex 16mm amateur cine-camera.
This discussion given in detail will enable the
reader to decide for himself whether or not other
lens he may be offered on the surplus market or
may already possess will be usable, and under what
limitations. It should be pointed out that lens from
the more common 8mm amateur cine- camera are less
suitable, as they are not corrected for quite the full
image frame size employed by the vidicon. However, they may be used, and bring the advantage
that on account of their shorter focal lengths, they
allow panoramic wide -angle effects.
To obtain even quite powerful telephoto effects,
the normal set of lens used by the 35mm snapshot
photographer can be used. These have focal lengths
of 35, 50 and 135mm in general (corresponding to
wide -angle, normal and telephoto lenses respectively for 35mm work). With the 135mm lens, a
telephoto factor of about 8.5 is already obtained
with the vidicon tube, so that a head -and -shoulder
television portrait of a person is then obtained at
about 6yd range. However, the limiting factor here
is the extremely high price of these lens if large
maximum apertures are desired. Thus a 35mm film
telephoto lens of 135mm focal length already costs
up to 30 guineas for a power of f /4, which will
certainly need a good spotlight for indoor work
with the vidicon on CCTV, but is still more than
ample for general outdoor work.
Those readers out to get the best, and where
additional expenses are less important, should also
remember that special lens are available for vidicon
tubes having special optical correction giving an
optical distortion of images of compensating
character to slight electron-optical image -distortion
in the vidicon, so that net cancellation of faults
results. The manufacturers of the tube can give
further details here.
It is important to protect the vidicon from
accidental " looks " through the lens direct at the
sun, as this can cause immediate burn -out of the
target even at the smallest lens -stops and even when
no electrical supplies are connected.
The lens should thus be covered up during transport, and appropriate care exercised when aiming
the camera Sluring outdoor use. Under certain
circumstances even reflected images of the sun in
water or glass windows can damage the vidicon
target.
New vidicon tubes may show " fatigue ", i.e.
temporary reduced sensitivity to low illumination
scenes after operation at high intensity. This effect
should vanish after the initial 20 operating hours of
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Definition of Vidicon TV- signals

The spot focus in the EMI 10667 vidicon tube is
such that the scanning beam is about two lines in
diameter at 405 lines. The achievable vertical and
horizontal definitions are therefore about equal to
a 405 -line broadcast signal on a receiver with poor
interlace. However, this can still give surprisingly
good appearance. There is no need to care for
excessively great bandwidth in the video amplifier,
even when operating at 625 lines, due to these
reasons; but the normal response familiar in 405 line receiver techniques should be maintained, to
avoid further net reduction of definition.
Some improvements are possible, and officially
recommended by the makers for special applications, by operating the tube at maximum voltages
of 500 instead of the normal 300V, and suitably
increasing the focus -field. However, these measures
are not adopted here.
The Circuitry
Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit -plan of the EMI
camera unit. Here the vidicon and i.f. amplifier are
in the camera head, the rest in the control unit,
giving a video output from the camera unit and not
a modulated r.f. output as in the design here to be
published. Otherwise, the design here follows the
EMI design in many principles.
Fig. 2 shows the camera head unit, constructional
details of which will be published in next month's
article in this series. It is seen that it contains the
absolute minimum of items, to reduce both size
and weight. Use of a good conventional photographer's tripod is thus made possible, although a
proper unit with profile legs and panorama head
(pan /tilt) is still greatly preferable o a simple
pocket tripod for a snapshot camera. Indeed, the
use of the latter is inadvisable, as it gives poor
stability, and if the camera unit falls over and
receives a sharp knock, the vidicon tube and precision lens can receive irreparable damage.
The unit should not be transported with the
vidicon target pointing downwards, as loose pieces
of glass could then fall onto and scratch the photoconductive layer on the target.
Fig. 3 shows the circuit plan of the complete
control unit, full constructional details of which
will be given in the third article of this series.
Detailed description of the circuitry involved will
be left to the constructional articles.
TO

BE

CONTINUED

The October issue of our
companion journal PRACTICAL
WIRELESS is on sale now-2,Contents include:

a new tube.
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Double -trace Oscilloscope
Novel A.F. Amplifier
Signal Generator
Quality M.W. Tuner
Making Printed Circuit Boards
An Electric "Nim" Machine
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Underneath the Dipole
Editing the Speeches
The Wrong Target
Putting on my "crosslìencher"
It would seem to me that this
is a clear case where film should set, I will now comment on this
be harnessed to television tech- fascinating debate. Firstly, it was
niques. By the Electronic -Cam unfortunate that Lord Morrison
system with 16mm film cameras attacked the appointment of Lord
fitted with TV vidicons, a nega- Hill when it is obvious that the
ative film is shot as required, with metaphorical brick should have
sound recorded on a magnetic been thrown at the Director
stripe on the edge of the film. General of the BBC, who alone
BY ICONOS
Monitors in a control room re- must accept responsibility for the
produce the pictures shot on the deplorable decline in BBC stanEVERY couple of years, we film cameras which are started dards of decency and integrity, so
hear requests from Mem- and stopped instantly by vision clearly observed by the peers of
bers of Parliament that mixing in the television style. all parties. Earlier in the year.
proceedings in the House of The resultant film would be Lord Morrison had complained
Commons should be broadcast developed in a high -speed proces- of the unfortunate consequencies
or televised. I haven't heard that sing machine and edited in nega- of the lifting of the ban on " Lady
many requests have come from the tive form. Within a few minutes, Chatterley ", which has hampublic, but there is no doubt that it can be put on a telecine strung police action, and has inthe occasional Parliamentary bul- machine and, by phase -reversal, directly led to a general downletins by television reporters have broadcast as a positive. If extra ward drift in standards of paperliterature,
newspapers,
been appreciated
by
many positive prints are required for back
viewers. The automatic do -it- export, these can be made within broadcasting and television. It is
yourself studio of the BBC close- a few minutes -and re- edited, if a Gilbertian circumstance that one
by at St. Stephens is a big asset, necessary. It is fortunate that the of the principal witnesses favourand the Independent Television Central Office of Information ing of the lifting of this ban was
News H.Q. in Kingsway is not already possesses quite a lot of also one of the principal architects
far away. Encouraged by the equipment for doing this kind of of the Pilkington Report. It is
general interest in these broad- job, including a very fine telecine also a deplorable fact that the
casts, there is once again a move equipment. It would be much BBC have tacitly allowed
for proceedings of the House of more appropriate for a responsible employees to attack publicly, in
Commons to be televised, this Government department to carry an offensive manner, persons who
time in edited form. This poses out this delicate operation, rather were their previous employers.
a number of practical and political than for it to be handed over to Lord Francis Williams' descripproblems. A permanent installa- the BBC or to a commercial tion of TW3 as being fizzy
lemonade laced with vinegar
tion of several television cameras, organisation like ITV.
fell short of the mark; arsenic
a control room, a video tape
and old lace would have been a
recorder and the facilities to edit The House of Lords
Many people think of the more accurate description. As for
the tape, is an elaborate expensive
undertaking, requiring a large and House of Lords as an anach- Lord Hill, he is well able to take
skilled engineering and adminis- ronism-a relic of the days of care of himself, and present intrative staff to carry out the work Gilbert and Sillivan, with wigs by dications are that he is going to
speedily and with complete im- Clarkson and costume by Morris make a big success of his great
partiality. The cameras would Angel. The final stages of the responsibility as Chairman of the
have to be carefully sited in the Television Bill did indeed pro- ITA.
House, and remotely controlled duce both comedy and drama,
to pick-up immediately any but the debate was excellent, and
speakers in any part of the witty exchanges were occasionally Plotless Plots
Who is to blame for the telechamber. Lighting and acoustic well up to the standards of the
vision plays which seem to have
problems would be far from immortal W. S. Gilbert.
The interesting part of the no beginning, little or no plot,
simple.
However, once the politicians Lords debate on the Television and almost always no ending?
get their teeth into an idea, they Bill was the uneasiness felt in Is it the television script writers,
rarely let it go, and a solution will various parts of the House on the scenario editors of the BBC
have to be found sooner or later. present policy trends in the BBC. and ITV organisations, the pro-
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thèir well- matured double-act has
ducers or the public? For it is E3 6s. 8d. per Minute
The script writer's point of been given a new twist with Roy
the public which is supposed to
get the kind of entertainment it view is understandable, but the Castle as an extra "straight man".
wants, whether it is the cinema, timing of the request for an Plenty of laughs here, with Morebooks, " steam" radio, television increased minimum is un- cambe and Wise in top form, with
or the live stage. Apart from fortunate. Never, in the history Roy Castle adding to the fun as
London, there isn't very much of British television, have so many well as to his reputation as a first live theatre in Britain as com- plays been televised which were class light Entertainer.
pared with twenty or so years ago, (from the viewer's point of view)
and London's huge population is not worth £50
never mind
large' enough to support both the £500. This phenomenon may not Hornblower
" popular " and the " unpopular " be altogether the fault of the
After a diet of egg -head plays,
theatre -the latter being mainly writers
may be due to the it was a relief to sit back and
small club -type places which cater peculiar satiated tastes of the tele- watch the BBC's " Hornblower",
for specialised and restricted vision script readers, patrons of which was a film adapted specially
audiences. These little theatres the egg -head little theatres in for television from C. S. Forester's
do well enough in their way, but London's West End.
best- seller book. An exciting plot,
their appeal is strictly
spectacular scenes and
The
plotless
limited.
first -class
scripting
WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE BBC ?
Plays, unsavoury suband direction resulted
ject,
objectionable
in the most exciting
An open letter to H.M. Postmaster Generai
themes and squalid
gripping fifty- minutes
Rt. Hon. R. Revins, P.C., M.P.
settings (when there
for many weeks on
Sir,
are settings) would get
TV. Beautifully
That the BBC deeply resent any infringement of their
" the bird" at any
privileges if anybody criticises them, is a point that was
photographed
by
provincial
Harry
Waxman,
emphasised recently in the House of Lords, when the
They are not all objecTelevision All was debated. Lord Swinton said
B.S.C., and with quite
tionable,
however
lavish settings, the
"There is some control through public opinion, but I am
and one of these,
production must have
not sure that the BBC are as amenable as some other
"The Sponge Room",
cost a great deal of
institutions to criticism from public opinion. I hope
adapted for the Royal
money.
The perthat the Postmaster General will be able to exercise
Court Theatre play,
some control."
formance of David
was on BBC television
Similar sentiments were expressed by other noble
Buck as Captain Hornon a recent Sunday
lords on both sides of the House. The fact is, there is
blower was memornight. Trivial, plotless
general dissatisfaction with the general tone of many
able, his interpretaand slightly untion of the character
BBC programmes, satirical and otherwise. The enpleasant, it would
couragement of cynicism, the mockery of religion, the
had the same qualities
seem to me to be most
as Rex Harrison as
acceptance of low moral standards are against the
unsuitable for peakCaesar in the film
interests of the nation.
time viewing on a
" Cleopatra " he was
If you accept the valuable suggestions made in the
Sunday night.
cool, meditative, wise
House of Lords, it may be necessary to ascertain the
origins of the scurrilous attacks upon institutions and
and strong. This is a
Passing the Buck
individuals. Are they planned in Broadcasting House
type of person unThe television script
itself, or, as rumoured, over brandies in the clubs of
known to the angry
writers
blame
the
Greek Street, Frith Street or King Street, Covent
boys of Sloane Square.
scenario editors of the
Garden. Who make the bullets, and whose finger is on
How the spectacular
BBC and the prothe trigger ?
sea battle scenes were
gramme
companies
obtained within the
Yours etc.,
for the present trends.
budget of a television
ICONOS
One of them recently
film is quite beyond
publicly stated that
me. particularly as it
Plotless television scripts are was shot in colour with an eye on
the submission of a television
not
confined to kitchen sink the U.S.A. colour television
play with a real plot merely
invited rejection. Careful con- dramas. They are seen in com- market. Sound was superb, editedies,
too, and it was unfortunate ing was smooth and effective, and
and
structional
development
Bud Flanagan, the veteran the whole production must have
of a story is, at the moment, that
comic from the Crazy Gang,
regarded with suspicion by the should be handicapped by poor had viewers seated on the very
staff personnel who have the job material in the series " Bud". edge of their armchairs. Comment
of reading, vetting and selecting Here was a grand comedian who must be made, too, on the excelscripts. So what is a poor script is at his best in rip -roaring lent telecine transmission which
writer to do? For a start, through burlesque, tied down to feeble was made from BBC studios, Lime
his Union, the Screen Writers material which did not give him Grove, on the original I2- year -old
Rank Cintel flying -spot equipGuild, he is asking for more or his fellow fugitives from the ment. commonly referred
to as
Crazy
a chance to exploit
Gang
sum
money. The
of £200 or so, their
the " battleship ". This showing
own
special
type
of
goon
he says, is about the figure paid humour. Burlesque sketches are I saw was a, " repeat " -but it
to many writers for work spread not too difficult to evolve. The could well be repeated again
over many weeks. £500 should formula was found for the More- when the British colour television
he the minimum, they say.
cambe and Wise Show, in which services get going.

-

-it

theatre.

-
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THE HENLOW
wide -band
OSCILLOSCOPE
A high quality instrument specially
developed for television application
designed and described by

D. R.

j

BOWMAN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

561

Part Five
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Good connecting wire for high
voltage components is ordinary p.v.c.
covered flex. For additional safety, the
soldered points of these components
may well be covered with contact
adhesive.
Screening Cans and Ventilation
Valve screening cans are needed only
for the valves V8 and V9. The remaining valves are either internally screened
or non -critical in this respect, and need
good ventilation to dissipate the heat
produced.
It has been found that with the instrument case lacquered in black crackle
enamel no ventilation louvres are needed,
as the temperature rise is relatively
small. If desired, a couple of slots each
side, top and bottom, will provide all
the air circulation needed.

Alternative Valve Types
IMENSIONAL details of the upper chassis
included in the component layout
diagram, Fig. 19.

Lare

Since both the timebase circuits and the amplifier carry r.f. currents at high frequency, it is
important to prevent cross -coupling. To this end
the top chassis, which carries both sets of circuits,
is divided down the middle by an aluminium
screen some 24in. in height and extending from
end to end of the chassis, as nearly as may be.
It may be necessary to cut away small portions
of this screen, so that when mounted in position
it does not foul the high voltage capacitors which
smooth the e.h.t., or other components on the
lower deck.

It is fair to state what alternative valves may
be found suitable if the constructor wants to make
the most use of his spares box. The time -base
generator V3 may be a SP61, V4 may be any good
triode, while V5a and V5b may be SP61's connected as triodes, in which case R14 and R15
should be changed to 27kí1 each. V1 and V6
should not be teplaced by alternatives, nor should
the valves in the Y- amplifier. ECC81 is by far
the best valve for V7, but other double triodes
such ..s 6SN7 may be found suitable.
Switching On
On switching on the instrument, the " H.T."
position of the switch should not be selected until

Wiring -up Details
After assembling the upper and lower chassis
in position it will be necessary to make some
further connections to the cathode ray tube socket;
the focus, brilliance and astigmatism controls will
already have been connected up, see Figs. 16 and
18 in last month's article.
The leads still to be soldered are those to the
X and Y plates, and the connections to the network D2, R57, R58 and C47. The coaxial cable
to the master oscillator will be readily enough
recognised, but the remainder should be identified by tags in some way, or perhaps coded with
coloured sleeving.
The settling of the controls on the front panel
may be a tricky job, but if reasonable leads have
been left where the d.c. controls are concerned
the main attention may be given to those carrying r.f. where short leads are essential. For testing purposes these will all have been attached
before assembly, and all that remains is to tuck
the d.c. leads away neatly inside the space between
the chassis, and to shorten the " hot " leads as
far as necessary in situ.
The lead connecting C35 to S3 cannot be very
short, but it should be spaced as clear as possible
from any other wires or components to minimise
circuit capacitance and to prevent unwanted feedback. In no circumstances should this lead be
enclosed in an earthed braid.

The face

of the finished instrument, displaying
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The Timebase Generator Output Amplifier
Select a medium operating frequency
between 5 and 10 kc /s; operate shift controls until
trace is seen and is central, adjusting brightness as
necessary. Focus as accurately as possible, adjusting astigmatism control as needed (this control has
a fairly critical setting, but do not worry too much
about this at present).
(b) Operate expansion control to obtain a
trace about 2ìn. long; no Y input.
(c) Operating VR4 with one hand and VR5
with the other adjust until the maximum length
of trace is obtained.
(d) Adjust trace length to about 5in. and

the valves have warmed up; this is readily indicated by the appearance of a green spot in the
cathode ray tube screen, if the brightness is
advanced suitably. Since only 1300V e.h.t. is now
supplied, the spot is defocused and there is little
risk of " burning " the screen.
Allow a few further seconds and select " H.T."
when a trace will be displayed. Naturally some
five minutes extra should be allowed for " warming up" before any measurements are taken. On
switching off the neon light on the panel will
take a few seconds to go out as the smoothing
capacitors discharge. This neon is not used to
show whether the instrument is switched on, but
to indicate the presence of the h.t. supply.

2

(a)

Grid delay line shown dotted to clarify valve wiring.
Holes marked 'á are tor leads to anode delay line above chassl

fr heater earth returns

YWo Samp wires in parallel

Grid delay line (for winding
details see separate diagram)
MC

MC

To

C25 mounted
above chassis
MCl

C28

Y- input
socket

C
3

6.3V

3tF. m

tTrotm

54

To S4
common

TC2

®

6.3V

from
T2

Y1

HT+

26G

CRT

X2

V7 and
associated

components
(see text and Fiez)

o

V2

C15

0.

slider

To Si

To VR4

slider

rVR3

common
M.C.

can

marked MC
denote earthing
connections
to chassis

Tags

MC.

(Ea91)

MC
To VR3

reining

2
Y

MC

co
mmó n

Front of

instrument

Y

At d( drill holes to suit 'B dia. rod for connecting to CRT supporting bracket
Fig. 19 -The top chassis component layout and wiring diagram (for further details of the delay lines see Fig. 9)
with overall dimensions also provided.

Setting Up the Oscilloscope
The following procedure is recommended for the

final adjustment of all circuits before the cover is

put in place.
The distributed amplifier
1
(a) Disconnect the h.t. lead to R41 and insert
a milliammeter on 0 -100 mA range.
(b) Adjust VR6 until h.t. current is 40 mA.
(c) Reconnect R41 to h.t. (temporary joint).
(d) Break h.t. lead to whole amplifier. Check
that total current is between 62 and 65 mA.
(e) Reconnect h.t. lead (temporary joint).
(f) Check voltages as follows:
(i) h.t. supply 255 to 263V.
(ii) Any EF184 anode pin 185 to 190V.
(iii) Any EF184 screen pin 175 to 182V.
(g) Allow half -hour warming -up period; readjust VR6 if necessary and check all through as
above.
(h) Allow further half-hour warming -up period
and readjust as above.

repeat adjustment of VR4 and. VR5 until maximum trace length is obtained. Both halves of V5
are now working on the linear part of their
characteristic curves, and the trace should be
linear with time. Check by applying a sinusoidal
voltage to Y amplifier so as to display about 10
to 20 waves; note that sine -waves are equally
spaced. If not quite linear, effect further slight
adjustments of VR4 and VR5 for best results.
Note that sync will cause a little non -linearity at
the very beeinning of the trace unless the barest
lock is achieved.
(e) If possible check that the adjustment holds
on all time base speed ranges; no further adjustments should be needed, and if any are so
needed suspect a leaking capacitor in the time base generator or in couplings.
3

Adjusting the Distributed Amplifier
The trimming capacitòrs TC1, TC2 and TC3

may be put in their minimum capacitance position
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THAT 'DIFFICULT'

COMPONENT...
SAME DAY!
No matter how old or how new
the set you are servicing, if you
require a line output transformer it is 999 -1 that we will have it
in stock or can rewind it quickly.
We operate same day despatch service from the largest stocks of television
components in the U.K.,
including a comprehensive
range of accessories, materials
and test gear of all kinds.

Through this ICS
3 -way Training Method

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Retail quotations gladly given on receipt of s.a.e.
Trade -Please send your letter headings for data charts.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS

MASTER THE THEORETICAL SIDE
From easy -to- understand courses! Designed
to teach you the theory of radio and
television engineering quickly and easily.

LTD.

*Please Note our New Address:

DEPT. PTV, 126 HAMILTON RD.,
WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27

MASTER THE PRACTICAL SIDE
With the help of easy -to- follow illustrations! Designed to show you how to develop
your practical abilities in radio and television engineering alongside your theoretical studies.

Telephone: GIP 6166 (PBX)
Day and Night Ansafone Service

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass

I2in....
15 -17in.

...
...

L4.10.0

14in.

L5.15.0

21ín.

...
...

LS. 5.0

L7.15.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,

Emitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES
14in.
L3. 0.0
... L4. 0.0
12ín....
21 in.
... L6.10.0
L4.10.0
15 -17ín.
Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10,-.
All

3

MASTER THE MATHEMATICAL SIDE
Through a new easy way to learn maths!
Designed to teach the subject that's so
often a headache, but so essential to anyone
in radio and television engineering.

THERE IS AN ICS COURSE FOR YOU!
For your career or your own business, courses are
available in: Radio and Television Engineering,
Industrial Television, Radio and Television Servicing.
VHF Engineering, Electronics, Computer Technology
and Programming, Electronic Technicians, Servomechanisms, Telemetry, Instrumentation, Principles
of Automation and Calculus for Electronics.
And for your hobby, there are practical "learn as you
build" radio courses as well.
POST THIS COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BROCHURE TO:

!CS (Dept. 164) lntertext House, Parkgate Rd., London, SW I I.
NAME
ADDRESS

S.T.S. Ltd.
35

POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

AGE.

OCCUPATION

10.63

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges.
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A complete basic course on television
now in a new
3rd edition including colour and 625 line television

VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

A BEGINNER'S

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE

GUIDE
TO TELEVISION
AN ELEMENTARY COURSE IN

17

October 1963

WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

LESSONS

The modern miracle of television is here explained in a series of
seventeen lessons. Written in non -technical language which the
veriest beginner can understand, the reader is taken by easy
stages through every aspect of TV transmission and reception.

A further lesson has been added on the conversion of 405 to 625
line pictures. It is a companion volume to the "Beginner's Guide
To Radio",a best seller which has already sold over 75,000 copies.

12"-14" £4.15.0

£5. 5 -0
21" £7.15.0

15rr-17rr

Contents: Scanning and Persistence of Vision.
The Cathode -Ray Tube Explained. The Timebase

Bands -The Receiving and
Transmitting Systems. The Aerial. Tracing the

Interlacing- Frequency

Signals through the Receiver. The Video Section.
The Television Camera Explained.
The Tuning
Signal, Test Card C. and Tracing Faults. Early
Systems of Scanning.
The
Colour Television.
N.T.S.C. System Tricolour Tubes Explained. More
About Colour TV Tubes and Receivers. TelecineVideo Tape and Electronic Recording. Stereoscopic
Television. From 405 to 625 Lines. Technical Terms.

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 1218 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

-
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20-The wiring of the power

for good results, since the required capacitance is
about 3 pF.
For the best possible results a pulse generator
is needed, and it should generate pulses of rise
time less than 40µs. If such is available, apply
the pulse to the Y- amplifier, the pre-pulse sync
to the sync terminal and select external sync.
Adjust sync control to obtain a steady trace.
Adjust the trimmer capacitors in turn until the
cleanest possible leading edge and trailing edge
are obtained on the pulse. Serious maladjustment
will cause loss of steepness on the rising and falling parts of the pulse, and apparent " ringing "
on the pulse front, or brightening of the trace at
odd spots on the leading
or trailing edges. It will
not necessarily be pos+200V
sible to remove all of
VR1
R3
these spots completely
2M
500k
unless the pulse generator is guaranteed not
to degrade the waveVR2
1k
fronts at all, and it is
of course vital to ensure
that the pulse generator
R2
output is properly
loon
matched to its cable
and that the cable is
properly terminated at
the Y- amplifier input.
The best adjustment
will be easy to find, and
if it is found that more

than about 5pF is
needed something is
wrong somewhere.
If a pulse generator is
not available a substitute good enough for
this adjustment can be
arranged with a thyratron; a suggested circuit
shown in Fig. 21.

Fig. 21

-A

substitute for

Front of Instrument

HT+ 300V

deck (see Fig. 13 for the dimensions).

VR1 controls the frequency chiefly, and VR3
the amplitude, while VR2 varies the rise time of
the fly -back, which is the interesting part of the
waveform. R2 should not be reduced below 100fá
because even small capacitors give rise to huge
currents through the thyratron when flyback
occurs and this current needs to be limited to
give reasonable valve life. All connections should
be kept very short to minimise inductive effects,
as the frequency spectrum generated on flyback
extends well beyond 1,000 Mc /s.
4

Setting up the Marker Oscillator
The chassis and the screening can will have

been drilled for access to the cores of Ll and L2,
which are mounted on the same former as mentioned previously.
The switch S2 should be set to the 1µs range
and ten minutes allowed for warming -up.
Select one of the three highest time -base speed
ranges by means of Si, and adjust the brightness
control so that a row of markers appears on the
tube face. Use focus and astigmatism controls as
necessary. Apply the output of a signal generator,
set to 1 Mc /s precisely, to the Y input, and adjust
sync and attenuator controls, and time -base speed
control, to obtain a steady trace, with three or
more sine -waves displayed. Adjust the core of
Ll until a marker dot -appears at the same point
on each wave. If about 20 waves are displayed it
can readily be seen whether the line of marker
dots is parallel with the base line of the display.
The same process is repeated, using a lower
time -base speed, for display of the 100 markers.
The signal generator input should be at 1100kc /s.
If the signal generator does not go as low as this,
set to 200kc /s and see that a marker dot appears
on alternate sine waves.
If no signal generator is available, stray radiation can be picked up on a domestic receiver
tuned to 1 Mc/s or the long -wave Light Pro-

the pulse generator.
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Your

roblems

Solved

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-

TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 42 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

R.G.D. DEEP 17C

Quite suddenly the whole set went dead; no
sound, vision or timebase whistle.
I have since restored the sound by replacement
of the EB91 detector and limiter valve. The time base whistle is also present once more but the
screen remains blank apart from a white line
across the centre of the screen, about tin. in
width.
I have changed the PY81, the PL81 and the
PCF80 line oscillator but have not corrected the
fault. The height control has no effect on the white
Obress (Ipswich, Suffolk).
line.
The trouble lies in the frame timebase. You
should check the PCL82 in the centre of the
chassis under the tube, its associated components,
and voltages to pins 6, 7 and 1, etc.

-J.

PETO SCOTT 1719T

Previous to the complete loss of picture on this
set, the frame hold control had to be turned fully
clockwise to keep the picture relatively free from
rolling. Also the linearity control had to be fully
advanced and a dark 1 }in. wide strip which had
appeared at the bottom of the screen, was not
affected by adjustment of R52.
A faint " click " was all that preceded the complete disappearance of the picture. The line
whistle and e.h.t. are both still present. Increasing
the brilliance only produces a faint blur on the
screen.
I have substituted V6 with V10 and V17 with
V19, but without success. I have also checked
all components associated with these valves but
all were in order. -N. Colville (London, S.E.24).
You do not say whether or not the EY86 lights
normally. If it does, the e.h.t. and line time base can be cleared of suspicion, the attention then

being directed to the tube base voltage, setting of
the ion trap magnet etc. If however, the EY86
is not glowing properly, check the boost line

0.25µF capacitor, width components, etc.
The original frame timebase trouble was presumably caused by V10 and (or in addition) R47,
but C48 and R57 should also be checked.
ALBA T866

The fault occurs on sound only and takes the
form of a buzz or hum superimposed on the sound,
with accompanying distortion. The fault is intermittent and is not affected by alteration of the
volume control except that at low volume setting
it worsens. The fault aeopears on both Bands and
can sometimes be cured temporarily by changing
the Band selector switch. However, alteration of
of the preset channel tuning controls has no effect.
Another temporary cure is to turn the volume
control quickly to its maximum and then back to
normal.
The first attempt at a permanent cure was the
replacement of the sound detector valve, but this
had no more effect than the replacement of the
PCL82 sound output valve which was next tried.
I obtained from the manufacturers a plug -in exchange amplifier panel which I inserted in the
set with the original valves. Again, however, no
better results were obtained and the final attempt
of changing the PCF86 tuner valve also drew a
blank. -W. A. Toner (Belfast, 6).
We notice that your letter makes no mention of
the EF80 sound i.f. amplifier (try interchanging
this valve-V3--with V6, the vision i.f. valve).
If this makes no difference, concentrate on the
sound circuit components which are not on the
panel. This includes the volume control (check
goodness of chassis or earthing connections), output transformer and C56 (50µF) which could well
he at fault. Check the connections and earthing
of these components.
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"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS
. ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180'265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
Conditional Free Trial.

S.A.E. details.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
now ...
... £5. 0.01 For
17" now
... £5.I0.0 Single
21" now ...
... £8. 0.0 Tubes
ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
12"
14"

to

Learn -as- you -build
the ICS way -it's easier!

Engineers- Reducing to:

12" -8716;

21 " -14716

l4"/17"-9716;

FREE Pass. transit & Ins, anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

O1J

5

high -quality multi- meter. All under
expert tuition! In this way you master the practical
your own
side of radio, quickly and easily
home, in your own time.
The course booklets
are packed with helpful, easy -to-follow illustrations.

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

sour own

-in

Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

REGUNNED.

Guaranteed

14

Year' TESTED Service

15, 14 and 12in

79/6

59/6

OLD TUBE.

Add
I

INCH
CH

months'

written

=t
101 -refundable)

IV Tubes

L1
12

I

17in.

99/6

Ins. and Carr. 1016.

on

Full

Tubes.

15

in Stock.) and

at

price+

surpluses. All sets
have

a

written

guarantee covering
tube, valves and
all components.
Only Duke's can

VALVES 9d. each.

40

-LI

Thousands of Valves available
P.P.
on
6d., 12 116.

HANDSETS

doweeseell

YOU GET THESE FREE KITS

ourselves.
tubes
Valves and Parts
are manufacturers'

Personal collection
advised.
Ins. Carr.
14ín. 201 17in., 301-

TELEPHONE

terms.

Already well maintained. We regun

Legs 3916 per set.
Shown working all
channels in Shop.

-4

14KP4

141, 121,3Ií74
others. Carr. 51-.
17 INCH

Sets are ex Rental.

Guarantee.

1

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.

i- 36!24,

How
this low

Part Exchange
allowance

LATEST LIST

YOU MASTER THE THEORY OF RADIO
With your own home laboratory you carry out
experiments and learn the theory of radio and
electronics. This practical ICS course is the surest
av to become a radio expert. To ensure this
all lessons are set out in simple easy -to- understand

TELEVISION TUBES

2lin.

(scamps only).

L

ís16

offer this.
VOLUME CONTROL S /W,
with side knob. Miniature
transistor type. 21- each. 12 for
201 -. Post on

one, 6d.,

12

-1/6.

STANDARD JACK

pair.

G.P.O. standard pattern. House to Workshop, garage, interoffice, etc. Works off
any
small
battery.

SOCKETS.

With the ICS Complete Radio Construction Diploma Course you get six kits-i
including instruments, tools, testing
units and all the parts for your own equipment. And your
instruction manuals become a personal "library ", yours

6in., 8in., 7ín. x
4in. Money back

I

guaranteed.
only. Ex. mfd, salvage. P.P.

&Co(London)Ltd EXTENSION
ROMFORD RD.

MANOR PARK, E.I2
ILFord 6001/3
Liverpool St. Stn. to Manor Park
only 10 mins.

ice,

213

X919
SPEAKERS
2 -tone covered cabinet, 6in.
PM speakers, switch and flex.
Ideal for kitchen, sick -room,
etc. P.P. 313.

brochure on radio courses. For your copy
post this coupon today, to
IC'S ( Dept. 161), /n tertext House, Parkgate Rd., London; SW I
FREE! ICS

I

I

I

1

I

10.63

I

NAME

Other sizes, few

621/3

IC'S

constant reference.

I16 Post Free.

SPEAKERS
719 each

P. & P. 416.

DUKE

BUILD YOUR OWN SETS

ltransistor
ou build your own -valve radio receiver, portable
(or A.F. Amplifier, signal generator and

I

ADDRESS

1

AGE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges.
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON
100-

October 1963

I2

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

"MICRO FINE- ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE

75
LICHT
OUTPUT
SO

2S
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR REGUNNED BUT NOT

RESCREENED
BRILLIANCE CONTROL

-1.-

EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Our service is countrywide and whether you live in
the Outer Hebrides, or at No. 10, we can guarantee
the fastest and finest CRT service in Great Britain.

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

Tel. 2103

LAWSON TUBES LTD.

The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
all types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

FROM THE LARGEST STOCKS OF, ALL TYPES
OF C.R.T.s IN BRITAIN WE CAN SUPPLY THE
EXACT TUBE YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.
C.O.D. or C.W.O.
12"
£4.10.0
14"
£5. 5.0
15 -17"
£5.15.0
Gladly re`unded
21"
£7.10.0

---

10/-

Delivered Free in London Postal Districts

2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN WALLS,

7/6

CARR. and INS.

WORCESTERSHIRE

SANIE DAY SERVICE
VALVES

SETS
1A7GT
1H5GT
1N5GT
111.5

155

1T4

3j4

9/$/8
8/9
514/3/5/9

.

1T4.

6SN7GT 4/9
6U4GT 9/9
6V6G
3/11
6V6GT 8/6
6X4
6X5GT 8/9
6/30L2
8/6
7B7
8/7C5

7/8

4/8
5/8/9
UAW}
6/9
6AL5
2/6AM8
3/3
6AQ5
8/6AT6
4/9
SBA6
5/3
BBE6
5/3
6BG6G 13/8
613116
5/9
613,36
5/6

7S7

919

5Ú4G
5Y3GT

524G

6F1D6G

9/8

9/6
9/6
9/6
1/8
4/3
4/3
7/9
6L60
5/9
6LD20
5/6
6P25
7/9
JP28
9/6
fQ7G
4/9
SQ7GT 7/9
6SL7GT 5/9
8F13
6F14
6F23
60070
6K7GT
6K8G
6K8GT

9Ì8
10C2
13/10LD11 10/9
12AT6
4/9
12AT7
4/3
12AU7
4/9
12AX7
4/9
12K7GT 4/3
1ÓC1

12K8GT
12Q7GT
12Z3

81

4/

8/6

19BG80 13/8
20L1
15/20P4
14/9
2oP5
14/9
25L6GT 8/25U4GT 10/6
30FL1 10/-

10/3
30PL1 10/30PL13 10/6
35A5
14/35L6GT 7/9
35Z4GT 4/11
30L15

50L6GT

7/-

AC/Till 19/6

TESTED

!

!

3VD4,

A7.1
1336

CL33

CYl

CY31

DAC32
DAF91

DAF96
DCC90

DF33
DF91
DF98
DH76
DH77
DK32
DK91
DK92

DK96
DL33
DL35
DL92
DL94
DL96
EABC80

EAF42
EB91
EBC33
EBC41

EBF80
EBF89
EBL21
ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84

ECF80
ECF82

7/6
9/6
15/9
8/8
8/8
8/9
8/9
6/6
4/9
9/6/9
7/6/9
5/8/8
8/2/7/3
6/9
9/3
7/6
4/3
4/9
7/6/3
7/3
7/9

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80
ECL82
ECL88
EF37A

EF39
EF40
EF41
EF92
EF80
EF85
EF88
EF89
EF91
EF92
EF184
EL33
EL41
EL42
EL84
EM34
EM80
EM81
EM84
EM87
EY51
EY86
E7,40
EZ41
EZ80
EZ81
KT32
KT61
MU14
MX40
N18
N37

6/6
8/9
6/3
7/9
5/8
1118-

b/9
4/3
8/8
3/3
2/8
8/9
7/8
8/8
5/6
7/3
8/9
7/9
9/3
9/8

6f-

8/8/7/6

4/8
7/8

LONDON N.16

PC95
PC97
PCC84
PCC85
PCC89

PY32
PY33
PY83
PY81
PY82
PY83
PYd8

Set of 44
9/-

91-

10/5/9
5/9
5/6
6/6
8/9

TH21C 12/8
TH233 18/-

Ú

Ú28

10/-

Ú5Ó

STA. 4587

..

8/6
6/3
7/6
8/PCF80
5/9
PCF82
6/9
PCF84 11/9
PCF86
8/POLOS
7/3
PCL83
9/PCL84
5/PCL85
8/6
PEN4DD
PENA4 11/8
PEN36C 8/8/9
PL91
PL82
5/8
PL83
5/6
PL84
6/9
PX25
8/6

13/8

RADIO
READERS
PLACE, STANFORD H ILL

24 COLBERG

GUARANTEED

DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94

3S4,

1R5, 15

5/-

354

NEW

15/8/-

v8

BBC

(lul

0801
UABC80
UAF42
UBC41

UBF80
UBF89
UHL21
UC92
UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41

UF89
UL41
UL44
UL46
UL84

URIC
UU7
UY21
UY41
UY85

VP4B
VP41
W76
W77
W729

14/8
12/6
18/5/9
8/8/11
7/9
7/3
13/8
7/6
9/9
6/9
10/3
7/6
7/6
8/9
10/3
7/3
6/3
719

10/6
9/6
6/3
7/3
8/6
11/5/6
4/9
9/6
5/4/2/8
14/-

Post 6d. per valve
extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Damage In
Against D
Transit Bad. extra.
Any C.O.Dxtr Parcel 4/3
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F.M. AERIALS

(BAND U. Tetescople bolt. 21/ -. External
S/D 30 / -.
ITV (BAND 3).

3

Ele-

ment lots array. 25/ -. 5
Element,
Wall
35/ -.
mounting. 3 Element. 35/ -.
5 Element; 45/

,

4/3

4f11/9/8

ITV
BBC

!

for 25/6

U52
U78
U191
U261
U012

if you wish to return
your old tube
(excepting 12 ")

COMBINED BBC/1I%
Loft 1 +3, 41/3: 1 +5, 48/5.
Wall mounting 1.-3. 56/3:
Chimney 1+1,
1 +5, 83/9.
83/9; 1 +5, 71/3.
F.M (BANES 2). Loft S/D. 12/8: "H"
30/ -. 3 Element, 52/6. External units
aval able. Coax. cable 8d. yd. Coax.
plues 1/3. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 3/ -.
Send ed. stamps for illustrated lists.
Ban IV 625 line Aerials also available.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
1

CRO. 2527

33,

Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

Now in

a new

4th Edition

..

.

TELEVISION
ENGINEERS'
POCKET BOOK
Ed. by J. P. Hawker.
A fully- revised 4th edition. The section or
basic circuitry has been considerably expanded including 625-line and U.H.F. tuners.
All data sections have been brought up -to.
date and that on transistorised receivers
has been extended. An invaluable work for
all concerned with repair and maintenance
286 pages, 158 illustrations.
Its. 6d. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS.
or, in case of difficulty, I3s. 6d. by post from
NEWNES LTD., Tower
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
GEORGE

House,

NEWNES

October, 1963
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EKCO TI64

BUSH TV 53

The fault in this set lies with the e.h.t. When-

ever the set is switched on, the screen remains
blank and the sound is " warbled ". I can restore
correct e.b.t. by disconnecting the line deflector
co:ls. With the deflector coils in circuit, I can
draw only a very small spark from the final anode
lead.
I replaced the EY51 and a PCC82 which was
found to be faulty. All other valves checked o.k.
-Herbert Graham (Belfast, 13).
You should replace the 0.1µF boost line capacitor
under the right side chassis. Trace the front end
lead from the scan coils to it, where it joins with
a 100kS2 resistor at one end and a 1252 resistor at
the other.
MASTERADIO T917

Could you please tell me if this set can be con verted to receive ITV tradsmiss:ons, and if so,
which tuner must I obtain? -N. Ions (Dysart,
Fife).
A tuner is not generally available for this model
but one can be wired into the circuit. This will
require a separate heater transformer for the tuner
valves. The first 10F1 valve in the set should
be removed and a 2202 resistor (3W) connected
in place of the heater across tags 1 and 8 on the
holder.
The triode section of the 10C1 frequency
changer should be disconnected and the pentode
section should be used as a low -gain i.f. amplifier. The grid (pin 6) should be disconnected and
a 10011 resistor connected between it and chassis.
The tuner signal i.f. should be applied to that grid
(inner conductor of the tuner output cab:e) and
chassis (outer conductor). The inner conductor
should be connected in series with an 0.001µF
capacitor.
The sound i.f. is 23.25Mc/s and the vision i.f.
19.75Mc/s, so a tuner capable of giving these i.f.s
is essential.
SOBEII TI71
I am unable to obtain a raster or any illumination on the screen of this receiver. I have recently
changed the MW43-64 c.r.t. and the V8 (PL81),
V9 (EY51) and V10 (PY81). As far as I can, I
bave checked that all valves are functioning as
normal and that the e.h.t. transformer is in working order.
By removing the final anode connection of the
c.r.t. and testing, satisfactorily, for a spark, I have
assumed that e.h.t. is present.-II. Bray (Ascot,
Berkshire).
Check the setting of the ion trap magnet on
the tube neck. Adjust this for maximum screen
illumination-with the brightness control advanced
two -thirds of its travel -by moving the magnet up
arid down the tube neck while, at the sanie tinte,
rotating it.
If illumination still cannot be obtained, suspect
trouble in the tube biasing circuits. Check the
brightness control and the video amplifier stage.
Ensure that the tube grid can be reduced to about
5 to 10V negative with respect to cathode with the
brightness control turned fully clockwise.

I wish to replace the c.r.t. in this set and
I wonder if you could let me kpow the correct
procedure for the operation ? -H. Bourne (London,
N.E.10).
First unplug all connecting leads between the
tube cradle and chassis. Then remove the chassis.
Turn the set upside down and release the tube
cradle and take off the perspex mask and rubber
dust seal. Unclamp the tube bowl, and withdraw
the tube from the cradle, noting the position of
the e.h.t. connector and the sense of the scan coils.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
COSSOR 921

This set has developed a line timebase fault.
The screen shows two pictures; one superimposed
on the other.
Any adjustment to the line hold control causes
the picture to break up, and the line linearity
control has no effect whatsoever.
I have changed V7, V8 and V9 without curing
the fault. -R. F. Tolley ( Wildyen, Stourport -onSevern, Worcestershire).
The symptoms denote a high line oscillator
speed, and this is usually due to faulty line, blocking oscillator transformer.
REGENTONE 173

Recently the picture brightness on this set
decreased on both BBC and ITA and the contrast
control had to be advanced to make the picture
viewable. Now, however, the fault has worsened
and the picture is hardly visible at all.
I have tested by substitution the PCF80, the
EB91 and the EF80's, but the fault remains.
D., M. Flatters (Norbreck, Blackpool, Lancashire).
You should check that the ion trap magnet on
the neck of the c.r.t. is set for maximum brightness
of picture. This can be adjusted by rotating the
magnet and moving it to and fro along the tube
neck, while observing the screen with the brightness control two- thirds on. If this does not
improve the brightness, yet the picture (as dim as
it is) is in good focus, the tube may be low
emission.

-

BAIRD CS621

The line hold control on this set will not keep
the picture steady as at the sl'ghtest adjustment
the screen becomes a mass of lines. Occasionally
I can get a fair picture, but this does not last
more than a few moments before the top of the
picture shifts, followed by a complete break up
once more.
I have replaced a number of suspect valves and
checked the rest by substitution.-A. C. Street
(London, S.E.14).
You should check the 300pF capacitor to pin
5 of the 20P4, the 68k12 resistor from pin 2 of the
10C2 and the 100kí2 resistor to pin 5 of the same
valve.
Check the 10kí2 hold control and series 680fí
resistor if necessary; also the 2µF electrolytic
capacitor.
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MURPHY V470

FERGUSON 992T

I have recently moved from Hampshire to my
present address and I have bought a set of new
coils to enable this set to receive BBC and ITA
programmes which are on channels 1 and 9 in
this area. Could you please supply the details for
fitting the coils ? -W. L. Crocker (Marlow, Buckinghamshire).
Disconnect the set from the mains and remove
the small card panel on the back beside the aerial
and the curved tuner cover inside.
Remove the present BBC and ITA coils and fit
the new ones in their place. Replace the covers,
connect the supply and aerial, and tune the coils
from beneath the cabinet via the small hole and
using a plastic trimming tool.

Both picture and raster are absent on this set,
and the sound, although present, is not as strong
as normal. The contrast control affects the sound
but the screen remains completely blank. -P. V.
Groom (Bintree, Dereham, Norfolk).
You should suspect lack of e.h.t. voltage on the
final anode of the tube. If the line whistle is weak
and the PL81 gets very hot, suspect shorting turns
in the line output transformer.

PYE 17T

I wish to replace the tube in this set and I
would like to know if the MW43 -80 can be substituted for the MW43 -64 which is the set's
original c.r.t ? -H. Goodlad (Sheffield, Yorkshire).
We would inform you that the MW43 -80 will
not replace the MW43-69. The scanning angle is
different and the neck much shorter.

BUSH TV 86

I recently fitted a new LW15 rectifier to this
set and I now find that the picture is somewhat
extended at the top.
No adjustments to height, width and frame
linearity controls affect the picture. -O. Greenwood (Skewen, Neath, Glamorgan).
There is a top linearity preset control on these
receivers, but if alteration of this does not help

matters, change the PCL82 (top right) frame output valve and its 3600 cathode bias resistor and
100µF cathode electrolytic capacitor.

TEST CASE -11
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

An experimenter was called in by a friend to
ro clear a sound distortion fault, on a five year
old set, which had been developing gradually
for some time. The distortion was found to be
present at all settings of the volume control while
the picture was perfect in all ways.
Having had quite a bit of experience on the
servicing of broadcast receivers for this kind of
trouble, the experimenter immediately suspected
poor insulation in the a.f. coupling capacitor to the
control grid of the sound output valve. This was
proved to be in perfect condition. Subsequently
both the valve itself and the grid bias were proved
to be normal, and there was little doubt that the
a.f. amplifier stage, being fed from the sound
detector, was operating quite satisfactorily.
What was the most likely cause of this trouble,
and what method could be adopted to prove the
diagnosis?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE
(Page 571 last month)

10

One of the biggest single troubles of disturbed
interlace is the shattering surge of current which is
induced into the frame oscillator circuits during the

line flyback. On most modern sets, various artifices
are employed to prevent the line pulses getting
back into the generator, while adequate decoupling
and the use of large value electrolytic capacitors
avoids the h.t. voltage applied to the frame circuits,
jumping too much when the line flyback occurs.
Nevertheless, a great amount of unwanted
coupling between the line output stage and the
frame oscillator or generator can take place if the
screen or cage around the line output transformer
and associated valves is insecurely clamped to the
metal chassis after a servicing operation. Many
cases of poor interlace are traced to this trouble.
Badly misplaced wires from the line output
transformer to the various other parts of the circuit
can also result in the symptom, particularly if leads
carrying heavy line pulse current are routed around
the frame oscillator circuits.
The experimenter who discovered that the interlace performance was bad after replacing the line
output transformer should have given extra special
attention to these points, particularly since the
interlacing was very good before the repair.

QUERIES COUPON 7I
This coupon is available until OCTOCER 22nd, 1963, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 33.
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D. & B. TELEVISION
(WIMBLEDON) LIMITED. PHONE: CHE

3933

& 131a, KINGSTON ROAD,
SOUTH WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19.
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"COMPARE OUR PRICES WITS ANY OTHERS'
Por the FINEST SERVICE In the COUNTRY.
We are open from 9 .m. to
6 p.m. -1 p.m. on WEDNESDAYS. For any Information or problem. you have
eall or phone, we are always pleased to help.

LINE

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
COIL SPECIALISTS

AND

SCAN

ALL TYPES IN STOLE. Bee Previous Lists or send S.A.E. Enquiries.
FERGUSON 992-994 -996-99S L.O.P.T.s. BRAND NEW 27/6 each. P.P.
PTE SCAN COILS sod L.O.P.T.s. V4, VT4. V7, VT7.
working order 251- each. P.P. 3 /8.
000 SCAN COILS

BRAND NEW, 12/6 per pair.

110° SCAN COILS. 15 /- per pair.

3/,

Y.P. 3/..

MISCELLANEOUS SURPLUS L.O.P.T.as

FIREBALL TURRET TUNERS.

38 Mc/s.

P.P. 3/ -.

CYLDON AND BRAY HEAD
Y.Y. 3 /..

P.P.

Deed part in perfect

P.P.

NEW 61.0.0 each.

3

/.

Learn -as- you -build
the ICS way -it's easier!

Ex. Equipment. Perfect, 26/. each.

TURRET TUNERS,

10 /-

38 Me/s.

SURPLUS AND SECONDS C.R. TUBES 121n. 25/.. 141n. 44/ -,
All uuarabteed. Carriage 30 /- extra.

MAINS DROPPERS, modern fiat type, 1/9 each. P.P.

each.

171u. 86 /-.

YOU BUILD YOUR OWN SETS
You build your own portable transistor receiver (or
A.F. Amplifier), 5-valve radio receiver, signal generator and your own high- quality multimeter. All under
expert tuition! In this way you master the practical
side of radio, quickly and easily -in your own
home, in your own time. The course booklets
are packed with helpful, easy-to- follow illustrations.

Od.

SURPLUS MAIM DROPPERS. Round.. 100 ohms. 420 ohms, 110 ohms.
Tapped 300 V., 234 V., 250 V. (Brand New) 1/6 each. P.P. 3d.
EDGE TYPE PRE -SET POTS.
94. each. Unwed. Y.P. 3d.
33 Mo /s.

500 K., 1 weg., 100

NEW CHANNEL COILS,

E,

260

K.,

2

weg,

1/I pair, most cbannela

VALVES CHEAPEST IN THE COUNTRY, SEND
FOR LISTS, S.A.E. PLEASE
GLASS RADIO DIALS.

Long and Medium Wave. 1/6 each.

YOU MASTER THE THEORY OF RADIO
With your own home laboratory you carry out
experiments and learn the theory of radio and
electronics. This practical ICS course is the surest
way to become a radio expert. To ensure this
all lessons are set out in simple easy -to- understand

P.P. 9d.

RADIO DIALS, V.B.Y. PERSPEX Volume Tone Tuning, suitable for oar
radios (new), 1/- each. P.Y. Od.
RADIO DIALS. Long and Medium Wave. Approx.
Bisok/Red on 0001. Bd. each. P.P. 3d.

251n.

terms.

diameter. Printed

PERSPEX DIALS. Direct Drive Type. Black/Red on Gold. 1/8 each. P.P. 3d.
CO -AXIAL

SOCKETS ON PANEL. NEW. 6d. each.

DIAL LAMP HOLDERS.

M.E.S. NEW

YOU GET THESE FREE KITS

P.P. 3d.

34. each.

E.H.T. LEADS, complete with Cavity Clip, ed. each. P.P. 9d.
SLOW MOTION INDICATOR SPRINGS.

LAG STRIPS

ill:.

P.P. 3d.

1/. each.

64. each.

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ALL TYPES OF NEW AND USED L.O.P.T.s, SCAN
COILS AND T.V. SPARES FOR ALL MAKES P.VD MODELS. SEND S.A.E.
FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR RETURN POST QUOTATION.
TRANSISTOR RADIO
05 a Nl s
P.P. w,

lllu.

co

Two /Tone.

CABINETS.

81 x 35 x

Lila., will take

'l/

Very attractive, 2 sizes,
ONLY 6/6 each.

x Sin. Speakers.

RADIO CABINETS. Finished In Orey covering,
P.P. 4/.,
10 /- each.

13 x 75 x 61a.

Very smart,

REPLACEMENT RECORD PLAYER MOTORS. Tapped. 200V, 230V, 250V,
12/8 each. Y.Y. S.

SERVICE SHEETS
Although me are one in ads field, me eats nog supply airnosl any senior eMe
from stock. And if not ue uiii gel it for you. Radio and 2'. V. 4/- sash. P.P. 34.
THESE

AND MANY MORE

BARGAINS

ALWAYS AVAILABLE.

CALLERS ALWAYS WELCOME.

WE ARE

PLEASED

TO

NOTHING IS TOO MUCH.

WE'LL

ASSIST

WITH

ALL YOUR PROBLEMS!

IF WE HAVE NOT GOT WHAT YOU WANT,
IT.

DO OUR BEST TO GET

With the ICS Complete Radio Construction Diploma Course
you get six kits-including instruments, tools, testing units and
all the parts for your own equipment. And your ICS instruction
manuals become a personal "library". yours for constant reference.
FREE! ICS

brochure on radio courses. For your copy

post this coupon today, to
ICS (Dept. 162) Intertexr House, Parkgate Rd.,London, SW 11..
NAME
ADDRESS

TERMS: S.A.E., ALL ENQUIRIES C.W.O., 0.0.0. 5/. EXTRA.

AGE

..10.63

POSTAGE ON VALVES 6d. EACH.

SATISFACTION ASSURED.
RETURN POST SERVICE (SUBJECT TO STOCK).

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Member of the Association of Br tish Correspondence Colleges.
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Brand new, individually
checked and guaranteed

V
AC/HL
AC/P4
AR8
ARP3
ARP4

ALV

4/6

6/6/-

SI-

3/8

ARM 2/6
ARM 7/ARP24
ARP34

318

4/ARTP1 81-

ATP4
ATP7
AU7
B84
B884
BT45
BT9B
BT19
BT33
BT83

47/6
15/-

CC3L
C1C

21-

CL33

91-

2/3
6/8
501101-

20/-

25/25/-

85/8/-

3/-

CV71
CV77

8/1/-

CV102
CV103

4/-

12/8

CV284

CV4014 7/CV4015 5/.
CV4025 10/C1/4046 401-

6/1/6
3/3
4/3

CY31
D1
1341

D77
DA30

1218
DAF70 71-

DAF98 7/-

0041

4/8/-

11L92
D1.9:3

DC94
DL96

E

6/.

7/DL819 15/EBOF'
25/-

E1,74

EF80

2/6

EhBS
E1,86
EF-89

16/EA5O
1/8
EA76
7/EABC80 8/3
EAC91 3/8
EAF42 8/EB34
1/8
EB91
8/EBC33 6/EBC4L 7/9
EBC90
5/EBF80 7/8
EBF89 7/9
EC70
51EC53 12/6
EC90 20/EC91
3/-

EF91

E1146
E1232
E1415
E0134

E0081

ELC82
ECC83
ECC94
ECC95
EC091
ECF80
ECF82
ECH3
EC1142

ECM].
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL88

9/30/-

4/6
4/8
6/7/8/4/7/9
7/9

8/9/6
7/6/6
8/10/11/3/6
4/8/1/6
3/3

H1'K'2

EF92,

EF95

EF183

K

3

KT33

4/- K'1'33C
7/8

KT44

5/- K'L'63
5/- KT66
4/- KT67

5/8 KT76
6/- KTW61
7/- KTW62

6/-

K1'Z41

2/9 KTZ63
3/- LP2

5/- 148100

9/- M8142
EF'184 9/- 518190
EL32
3/9 M114
EL34 12/- ML4
EL:IS
5/- MLB
EL41
EL43

E1.50
EL84
E1.85

EL91
E1.95
EM80
EMS4
EN31

5/3/6
4/8/8/- MS/PEN 6/8/- N78
12/9/- NGT2 10/8/3 OB3

9/- OC:3
4/8 0113
6/8 0Z4
7/6 P2

8/8 POC84
10/- PCC85

182208 8/- PC089
8/- PC1,80

E151

EY86

EV9l
EZ40
EZ41
EZ80

EMI

F/6057
F/6061
F/6063

4/- Pl-n
6/8
15/6/6
9/- l'S ,2
8/7/10/- el ,t
8/- l'yam; 10/.
4/- P'/.1-83 9/6/9 P'Zl ï5 1219/- QP21
8/5/12/9 QP35
15/- Q895/10 5/8
8/6 QS1202 8/5/6 QV04/7 7/6/8 11:3
8/2/8/- 163/10
8/- KF:L21 25/RX235
10/10/3/8
9/- SP2
2/12/- 8P41

1ll

OM

S

EF70
EE71
EF72
11,73

5/3/-

111.41

7/3/6/8
8/6

6/8/5/5/-

PCF'82
PC1.8'2

1''1.03
FC1.84

PCL86
PF:N2S

PE546

PL36
4/. PL81

FW4/5008/8

P1212

61/2360 9/- PL83

81991
S13210

TELEVISION

v

3/10/8/5/6
VR150 5/-

1199

160

V63
Y65
Y66
Z800U
ZAL
1A3

1A5(1T
1CSOT

1170
11,2

1.G6GT
1L4

1L06
1L114
1N43

P670
6/- T7.30 18/- 1R4
41- Ul3/14 8/- IRS
5/. 184
10/- U17

20/61-

4/5/-

7/8

5/4/8/-

91-

524
57.4(1

20/-

13AB7

7/-

6AU7
6A116

8/3f5/-

6A07
6AU5

6/-

6AJ5
6AJ7

7/6

3/8/3/7/-

6AK5
6AK6
6AK7
6AL5W

2/a

-

TELEVISION,

ALL

&

RADIO

TAPE

RECORDER

SUPPLIED

COMPONENTS

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available

brand new exact replacements, fully guaranteed. A selection from
our stock:
PHILIPS 1768, 2168, STELLA 8617, 8917 etc. 90/- ALSO L.O,T.,
Available for
M U RPHY 240/250 55!.. 280, 310, 410 etc...- 59/EKCO T164 to 328 (U25 types) 55 /-. (U26
Alba
Marconi
types
...
...
...571. Bush Pam
...
...
IFERRANTI T100
-1 to 1023 ecc. (025 types) 55'_. 57f
(U26 types)...
...
...
...
FERGUSON 306 to 606 etc., PHILCO 1000

Pilot
P.G.D.
Defiant Iegeatn.
Caesar
Deoca

...
...
...
...
... 67/6
0.E.7. Sobel!
etc
...
Ultra
... 53 /- K.B.
PYE V4, V7, V14, VT17, CTM17, etc....
...67/6 Invicta Etc.
HMV 1840 to 1854 60 / -. 1865 to 1921
Postage & Packing for above L.O.T.s 3/6. C.O D. 2/6 extra.
Also available for all sets
SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscillator trans. width /linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans.,
control knobs, electrolytics. Rectifiers, dual vol. controls, tuners, etc.
C.R.T.s -Rebuilt with new guns by long est. Nat. Co. Gtd. 12 mchs.
Plus
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 14ín. E4 7 6
Carr
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 17in E4 IO 0
E6 IO 0
l0 /MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 21 in
TAPE RECORDER'CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads,
pulleys, motors, styli, etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
SPECIAL OFFER. Rexine covered tape recorder cabinet, size
l3>F x 12 x 8in., IS / -, plus postage and packing 5 / -.
TU NER UNITS. Fireball, incremental and turret types
replacement service available.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Electro,ytics, Drive Cord, Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls, Presets, Ion Traps.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available includng tuner units, loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.
CAR ALARM. Complete fool proof, easy to fit unit 59/6, p.p. 2/6.
Your enquiries welcome, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.D.
.

*

*
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MANOR

5/.

8/6/7/2/8

4/5/6

64Q5W 9/6AS6

4/-

7/..

4/.
5/.

6166W 9/6A'r13
8A116
6A X4
613414
6117

6B80

6BA6
6BEt;
6ß1t7
6BW6
1304

61:50
8O5UT

7/-

8/8/51-

2/8
5/8
5/3

12/-

9/.

2/8
4/-

6E5

6/3/S/5/.
3/6/-

6FSUT

519

6060

61280
6C116

606

6960
61'7

5/4/6

,:1'G11

81-

19113

5/5/41- ';\.SU'r 8/6
6F'33
3/6 61'6U
6/6060
216 G ::0L9 10/611
8/- tiZ4
5/61-165I
1/6 767
7/6
9/- 7C5
7/6.14
634WA 10/. 7C6
7/6J5
3/8 7(27
5/.
7/3
113.30
3/- 7117
6J6
3/8 7Q7
7/.
6J6W
5/.
6/- 7V7
6J70
5/- 7Z4
4/8
6K611T ef- 91)2
2/6
6K7U
2/- 9D2
8/8
6K7UT 4/9 1113
17/6
61(80
5/- 12A6
2/6K80T 8/1 12A117 5/6K851
8/6 WARS 11/61023
12/- 12AT7 4/6
6L.50
8/- 12A1'6 9/6L6
9/- 12.41:7 5/61.60
6/- 12Ax7 5/6
6UiI:A 7/8 12A17 10/6L7U
4/8 12BH7 7/8
6L31
4/8 12C8
3/6L1)20 5/9 12E1
17/657G
5/9 121113
2/6N7
6/- 12J5(:T 2/6
6Q7G
6/- 12K711T 4/6
6117
8/- 12E8M 7/8
08C7
5/8 12Q7UT 4/6
68K îGT 5/- 128.47
7/6+F3I:'[' 5/8 12007
4/601:7
5/- 12NU7
3/68147
3/- 128H7
3/6027
5/6N.171:1, 5/8 128.17
5/6827 l' 6/6 128170T
68K7
4/6
3/801.70T 8/8 128N7GT
6857
4/6
6/9
66Q7
8/- 12S117 6/6607
2/2/.
6U4üT 9/8 12Y4
7/.
61,00
4l-, 14L7
69612T 6/- 151)2
el-

IUG.i

31,411

61'12
6E13
6932

4/5/-

orders below

extra at coat.

:\4

5/- .:\:iG

19141

20A0

17/8 805

60/6/22/6
30/-

808
813

, 55/-

101- 71.5B
9/- 801

6/- 833

2uP4 17/8
0166
9/25L6GT 7/9
20Y0
8/30
5/30C.15
10/30F'5
8/8
391,1.1 9/8
30P19 11/.
30PL1 10/8

607BR

8/-

810

829A
93911

8306

35T
17/8 933
35Z3
8/. 956
35'L4GT 6/- 957
37
4/- 958A
38
4/- 1612
419IP
4/- 1616
53A
7/6 1619

88
911CI

210VPT
7 pin
2201'A
2:20'rH

2251) 0)
:307A

3500
357A
3604.
393A
446A

7054

8/- 1625
6/- 1606
5/6 1629
6/- 4051.

e/- 4043C

5/- 4063
6/6 51354

9/. 5663

8/ 5670
8/- 5704

7/6 3726

8/- 6058

SI- 60fi4

6065
2/8 6073
7/. 6120

4/.

40/30/50/4/15!9/-

633
837
843

30PL1310/8 866A
35L60T 8/- 964

58
59
75
76
77
74
80
Al
82
84
854.2

61-

651(I

9/- 7193
5/8 7475
8/- 8013A
70/- 9001
6/- 9002
15/- 9003
8/- 9004
15/- 9005

5/14/3/6
2/6
2/5/4/5/3/5/6/3/4/6
3/13/6
8/9/9/9/9/8/6
7/.

7/.
e/7/.
4/8/1/9

3/25/3/4/8
8/2/6
2/6

P.C. RADIO LTD.
170

G OLD HAWK R OAD, W.12

Shepherd's Bush 4946

YOUR CAREER in
RADIO P
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today -both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the finest
hone study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GV!ILUS EXA11.
(Technicians' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exaro
the Radio Amateur's Licence; P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors; Radar;
Computers; Servomechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam. successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.

NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, RUSSELL ST., READING, Berks.

To BRITISH

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME

Block

ADDRESS

Caps.
Please

SUPPLIES

64 Golders Manor Drive, London, N.W.11
Tel. STO 5667

4/3/3/8/10/8/6
3/-

6AMS
6AM6
6AQ5

8/5/9/6 U18
6/6 185
5/6
3/10/- 1T4
7/6 1125
10/6 U26
5/11/- SAO
6/71- U27
8/- 2A3
7/8/8 USO
5/- 0.46
3/8/- 1!801
20/- 21"26
9/- UABC80 7/. 21-06A 3/7/. 1(111.41 '/- '212:34
2/8
42/6
10/- 1/111'80 8/- 2C43
4/6 UB1,89 7/6 2046
30/12/6/- 1101142 7/6 2051
5/9/- ÚC.1181 el- 21)21
8/- 1)OL82 9/- 2111W 8/6
3/.
6/3 UCL83 11/- 2X2
6/3 12L41
7/. 3A4
4/6/- UL94
7/- 3117
6/6/5/- UU9
6/8 3&24
6/- 3828
15/10/- 11141

-

8/8
7/-

4/-

41-

050/20 5/- PL84
9/. PM24A
0232
E838
7/. PT15
H63
3/- EF39
H 7/6
22/6
EF41
HL2K
2/6
PX44
14/. V19:4 18/- 3Q4 9
8/0896
7/EF50
HL-3
8/- P125
9/- V2023 1318 384
6/DK92 7/HL23DD5/- P132
8/DK98 7/. EF54
9/8 VMP4G 12/- 3V4
YARF OTHERS IN STOCK include Cathode Ray Tubes and 5'pecial Va yea. All U.K.
e1 P. P.1/ ; over £1, 2/- over £3 P. à P. free. C.0.0. 3 6 extra. Overseas Postage
1 p.m.
5.30 p.m.
Except Thursdays 9 a.m.
Open 9 a.m.
DET6
DET20
DF91

9/5'l'4
8/:i1-4(:
5/íS4(1 8/6
51'4(1
8/51'311
3/5Y:30T 8/513WUTB
,1(41_0(

610

1"l'4C
1'1'.39
VX:3256
W31

51-

.-,:\i,l: 5/.

1'l'13:3

2/- iDBGT

3/8
8112150A4/9
T4l
8/6
TP22
5/TP25
15/TTIL
317/- TT1S 39/5/6 T205-20 4/-

011¡:o:

VP23

October 1963

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

SPE 4032 (8.30 -10 p.m.)
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The HENLOW OSCILLOSCOPE
-continued from page 37
gramme as necessary; in the latter case the second
harmonic will be picked up. Set to zero beat with
the Light Programme.
To adjust the marker oscillator on the third
range, 100µs, a calibrated audio signal generator
is ideally necessary. If this is not available the
method given in the foregoing paragraphs cannot be applied and the procedure should be as
follows:
Remove the can surrounding the marker oscillator assembly to secure access to the end of L3.
Display about 30 or 40 waves at 100kc /s and
check that every tenth wave is in the centre of
the darkest part of the trace, increasing brightness if necessary to limit the dark areas caused
by the marker dots; it should be possible to
arrange this so that no more than three waves are
blacked out. If necessary the tuning capacitance
should be varied by substitution to obtain an
accurate result. When this adjustment is completed the screening can should be replaced
firmly. It may be soldered up if all is well, as
it will need to be removed at most infrequent
intervals.
Some constructors may feel that 1µs markers
are too close together and would like to include
a range of 100 or 200µs markers. The oscillator
will work quite well with a tuning coil arranged
to give oscillations at 5 or IOMc /s at sufficient
amplitude to modulate the cathode ray tube
electron beam. The coil designed for 1Mc /s
operation can, if the tuning capacitor is removed
and the coil tuned only by strays, be adjusted to
operate at 2Mc /s by rotation of the core.
It may be remarked that when the marker
oscillator is in circuit the flyback trace is automatically blanked. While this has little effect on
the lower speed ranges it has the advantage that
flyback is not visible even at high brightness
settings on the high speed time base ranges, and
the flyback trace does not appear on photographic
records at any time base speed.
The Voltage Calibrator
In order to relate the Y deflexion of the display
to voltage input to the Y amplifier a simple calibrator is provided. This is not switched into the
Y amplifier, as might be thought. The elegance of
switching costs too much in input capacitance.
Instead, a socket is provided on the front panel, to
which either 1V peak to peak or 0.1V peak to peak
can be switched at will. This may then be applied
to the Y input socket through a short length of
wire.
Referring to circuit diagram Fig. 2, it will be
seen that a 6.3V r.m.s. supply is divided either by
R28 or R30 or R29 and R30 depending upon the
setting of switch S2d. 6.3V r.m.s. represents 19.8V
peak to peak, and therefore R28 is 1.88052 and R29
is 19,70011 if R30 is 100ít. These values should be
selected from stock to 1 %. The nearest preferred
values are 1.8kí2 and 18k0.
Delay Lines
In the constructional details for the anode and
grid delay lines (Part
August 1963) the diameter
of the paxolin tube was not stated. This tube
should have an outside diameter of }in.

3-

d

OSCILLOSCOPE

TIMEBASES

-continued from page

14

When trimming a circuit, after selecting the
desired set for the Miller capacitors C to get the
required range of speeds, the value of Cl wired to
each switch position should be decreased until a
brilliant spot at the right -hand end of the trace of
the CRT is just no longer produced when the
amplitude control in the grid circuit of the left-hand
triode is turned to maximum timebase amplitude
on the c.r.t. (lowest voltage on slider of potentiometer). C2 determines the flyback time and
should be as small as possible for satisfactory operation.
Its time -constant together with the
suppressor -leak must, however, exceed the timeconstant of the selected Miller capacitor C with the
anode load Rx.
It may thus be necessary to use a third switch
wafer to select appropriate values for C2, which
will be in the region of a tenth as large as C and
Cl or even less. If C2 is too large the circuit will
rest unduly long after flyback before commencing
another run; if C2 is too small flyback will be
incomplete and the timebase will run at reduced
maximum amplitude. The loss of useful output amplitude due to the tap on the anode load of the
Miller valve must be minimised by tapping C no
further away from the anode than really necessary
for stable multivibrator action. Experiment may
show positions considerably closer to the anode
than indicated in Fig. 13(b) to be quite usable.
Alternatively, the timebase output can be taken
from the Miller anode instead of from the anode
load tap. This gives greater sawtooth amplitude
but also a correspondingly larger Miller step, which
causes the spot on the c.r.t. to jerk forwards a
large distance suddenly before commencing the
uniform -speed trace. The ideal solution is to
employ the arrangement virtually as shown in
Fig. 13(b) and use subsequently one of the amplifiers described at the end of this article.
TO

BE

CONTINUED

THE PRACTICAL WAY
to make sure of your regular copy of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION is to place an order
with your newsagent. Do it now! The order form
below is included for your convenience. Simply
complete it and hand it to your newsagent next
time you call.
ORDER FORM
To
(Name of newsagent).

Please send /reserve PRACTICAL TELEVISION (21 -)
every month, commencing with the next issue.

NAME
ADDRESS

DETACH AND HAND TO YOUR
NEWSAGENT
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Dept. PTA -NEW X7I52

It ATES: 4/- per line or part
t hereof. average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
.Advert i.ement mined he prep. id
and addressed to Advertisement
Ahuut_er "Pract ienl Teles i.ion ",
'lower Rouse, Southampton S1.,

ARION TELEVISION
4

MAXTED ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.l5

October, 1963

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

SCAN (OILS, ETC

SETS &

SALVAGED VALVES

NEW VALVES!

TESTED ON A MULLARD
HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTER
24/6

B8'
Dl

2/6
2/6
2/6

D77

EBC33
ECC34
ECC81

ECC82

2/6

2/6
4/414/-

EF91
KT33C
KTZ41

N

1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6

308
ECL80
N339
EF50
4/1/3
N369
t 4/DDL4
2/6
2/6 EF80
MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

DD4
DD41

10/10/10/-

CBL1
CL4

7/6
7/6
7/6

I11113

C30B

HL133DD
7

HLDD1320 18

It Glenwood Gardens. (:ant. Il ill, Ilford,
7 /. /.phonv: Crescent 5685
1!..rß.

LL4
7/6
LP220
5/MS/PEN 7/6
PEN44 10/PP13A 10/L81
30/PCC84 10/-

HP4106 7%8
HP4115 7/6
K80A
I4L
7/6
7%8
MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

ECL80

6/6 0078
35 /OM
6/6 0081
25/- 0071
25/- 0075
8/- 0082
0C44
0076
9/3
8/6 0C139
0077
0C45
7/6 00170
9/GET104 9/6 GET874 9/6
GET111
XA102
GET114 6/6 GET113 6/9
MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE
POST 3d.

0016W
0C19
0C26

GEX34
3/3/- GEX35
3/- CG6E
Full Range Available
WRITE FOR FULL LIST.
POST
61-

3/-

3/-

OAK
0A85
0A91

Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year.
full range of aerials and fittings, I.T.V.
boosters, valves, bray head tuners. TV sets
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co-axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers,
S.A.E. for Catalogue.
XII ALL,
RRAODFIGLD, NOR
%' It
nr. Chippenham, \fits. Tel. Marshlleld 236

ß/8/10 /12/9/6
12/6/6
LIST

CRYSTAL DIODES
0A75
0A71

TUBES -AERIALS -VALVES

G. A. STRANGE

NEW TRANSISTORS
BOXED BY MANUFACTURERS
AND FULLY GUARANTEED

(l A i

GUARANTEED!
EBF80 7/3 EY51
6/6 PL8I
7/9
EBF89
6/6 PY33
10 /7/6 EY86
ECC81
6/- PY81
8/4/3 5540
ECC82
5/6
4/9 EZ80
5/6 PY82
ECC83
9/9
6/3 PCC84
6/3 1325
ECL80
6/9
8/- UCC85
5/9 PCC89
ECL82
P01183
7/9
6/3 U01142 7/8
EF80
4/3 PCF82 6/9 UCH81 7/6
EF85
5/9
5/. PCL83
9/- UY8O
EF86
5/9 6BW6
7/6
6/9 PCL84
EL84
4/3
8/- FL36
9/3 8X4
Postage 6d. per valve extra.
S.A.E. for Full Lists and Discounts.

LEWIS ELECTRONICS

NEW VALVES
FULLY GUARANTEED BY
MANUFACTURERS
B309

3/-

3/3/-

3d.

TUBES!

CONDENSERS
POTENTIOMETERS
PLUGS & SOCKETS

rebuilt,

maker,

kin.,

only 84.15.0.

Carriage extra.

14.5.0., 17in. 90 °/110 °,

NEW VALVES.

List on request

PC95 -7, PY81, EYSI, EY86, ECL80, PCC84,
PY800, UL41, IOF1, All 71-, U25, U191,
30CIS,
PCL82 /4, EF86, ECL82, PL81,
PCF80, PL83. All 91 -. ECL83, PL36, EFI83 -4,
PCF84 -6, PCC89, PCL83, PZ30, UCL83,
R19, 10P13, 20P1, 30PLI, 30FLI, 30P4,
30P19, 30PL13, U26, 30L15.
All I016.
U801, 6CD6G, 50CD6G, 20P4. All I8' -.
Plus postage. VALVES /TUBES. Years g'tee.

ALSO line trans., scan coils etc.

BEARMAN, 43
New Barnet, Herts.

RESISTORS

Lists free.

Leicester

"HEATHKITS" can now

Road,
Bar 1934

be seen In

London and purchased on H P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 126 Hami:ton Road.
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill

RANSFORMERS

6:66.

TUNERS
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

PRICE

9d.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Orders under II, P. & P. 113
Open till II p.m. most days.

Dept. PTA

ARION TELEVISION
Maxted Road, Peckham, S.E.1S
7152

LABORATORY

TESTED

ALBA: T30t, 7//O4, T:194, T494, T494, etc.., 48/8
BUSH: TV11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, TVG12A,
44/125, TRGt2A, 12B
TV026, TV32, TV33, TVG34, TYG34A,
T36, TV36, TVG36, TVS6C, TV0360,
TV43
TV56, TV57, TV58, TY62, TV63,
TV66, TV67, etc.
84/.,
109/ TV80 with EYSI
930
and T931. 933-4.6, 937,
C088OR:
F, 939 and A and F ..
.. 8118
..
943T, 940-946. 943, 845B
.. 58/8
..
954F. 947. 949
..
.. ., 68/e
DECCA: 1117 and C
.. .. 68/6
DM', 11M2í', ÚSI3, 11114 /C
.. .. 74/UMS, 1)514, Ú3117. 444, 535
.. 74/..
.. 58 /8
DEFIANT: TRI453, TR1753
..
DYNATRON:
TC9IO2, T8105, T8114,
EHCO:
'r390.
T8193
'riC124, TCi38, TS188,
,.
.. 54/Tteeimi. TCl40, T141, TV142 ..
.. 78/6
Ti61,'rCliC, T164. T165, etc.
78/6
TCSO8
TV209, 1'231. T221, T231F,
68/6
7248. T283, T284, T293 etc.
FERGUSON: 103T, 1051, 113T, 135T, 145T 86 /8
58/6
941T -933'r inclusive
,.
991T -997T inclusive
.. 88 /6
.,
..
641 306T, 3081
..
..
.. 47/6
FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, 13TA
..
1753 and F, 171'3 and F
.. 17/6
..
47/8
1754 and F, 17854 and F
..
17T4 and
14T5, 178E5, 1755
. 47/8
BT1748,
1.2
ßT1746,
ßT1251,
ßT52.
O.E.C.:
ßT4643, BT5147, BT5.246 -48
.. 88/8
48/6
BT4743
..
. .
48/8
.
BT6348-BT564SR inclusive
..
88/8
and
88/6
1
to
1831
inclusive
..
H,ä,V,: 1824 and
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848 ..
.. 88/8
..
All models available.
.. 64/..
INVICTA: T118. TI19, T120 .,
All other models available.
.. 11)818
H.B.: LFT50. LVT50, LFT60. MVO
Ali models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models in stock.
MCMICHAEL: Most modela in stock.
.. 58/MURPHY: V200, V202(:
..
5540. V250
94/6
PETO SCOTT, PHILCO: Most models la stock.
54/PAM: 908, 909. 952, 953, 958
..
104/
1768U,
2188U
..
PHILIPS:
..
..
74i1100V, 1200V
1 22OU, 1036V. 1238V
,.
.. 74/..
114UF, 1140M, 115U
.. 74/..
..
1437U, 1446Ú
..
... .. 791 51ost
e stock.
PILOT: Most models in stock.
PYE: CTII4. FVC. FV4COL
.. .. 541 v'4. VT4, V7 V'r7
., 14/,.
..
LV30. FVl FV1C
..
0817F. CTM17F. CW17
CW 17C. CW 17CF, CW 17F, etc.
M..st models in stock.
RAYMOND: Most models in stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
R.O.D.: 6017T, 7017, (54, etc,
..

..
.,

68 /0

83 /8

e8 /8

.. 58/8
Most models in stock.
SOBELL: T817, T340
.. 64 /Most modela in stock.
I
,.
.. .104/ STELLA: 3T5721Ú
..
S'r8617U, ST8621U
.. 104/ ..
..
ST8917U
104/.,
..
8T6414Ú, 8T64171J
741..
..
8T8314Ú
ULTRA: 86 series, 185 series, with U25, etc.,
complete .
,.
.. 78/8
..
Most models in stock.
84/VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 inclusive ,.
C.W.O. Only
Post and Packing 3/6.
Also: Used O.P. Tea., Scan Coils. etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(AU enquiries S.A.E.)
,

STAR TV TUBES 70/all sizes up to and including 1718. include
old glass, or plus 7/6 without
C.W.O. Carrlaae 7/6
WILY PAY MORE?
new guns, 12 months' guarantee.
Also 00/- each
121n., 141m, Part Exchange Televisions.
Callers only.

ARTHUR SLARK

43-45

NEW X

Famous

rescreened.

P.

4

COMPONENTS

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

Thieketford Road, Tonge Moor,

BOLTON

Phone: 26684

HENLOW OSCILLOSCOPE. S.A.E. for

free component :ist. AJAX ELECTRONICS. 572 Fulham Road. London
SW6
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TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST.

ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

October, 1963

SETS &

TV SPARES

Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, TC20e, T310,
1331, T327, TU209, 1248, TC267, all 6216.
Ferranti T1001 -5, 6216;
1413 -6, 47'6.
Murphy V240/250, 62'6; V270/280, 79'6.
Pye V4 -7, UT4-7 and Pam 906-53, 551 -.

H.M.V.

1840 -9, 2805 -5902,
only 62'6.
Push TV53, 7916; TV2IC, TV80 etc., 89'6.
Philips 1768U, 9216; 1114-5, 1437 -46, 89'6.

Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409 -12 etc. 751 -.
Alba 1301, 304, 394, 484, 494 SP-.
Ferg. 992 -8, 6216;

Baird P2014/7, 21147,

5916.

FOR ANY MAKE and MODEL
USED trans., often available,
ask for quotes. SCAN COILS.
Ekco 1221, T231, etc. Pye VT4 -7, both SO' -.
Used 14ín. ex- Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye/
Ferg. /Sobell, I01- each. MIN Lots of 20.

L.O.P.T.s.
supplied.

Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only).
110 Con. Kit, 1251-; 625 LOP, 901-.
Double -Six Transistor, comp. with leather
case, bat. earphone, etc., limited supply 8216
Free Insurance and Quantity discounts

Callers Welcome. Open all doy Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post B Pack 41-

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED
CRAY

PARADE,

MAIN ROAD,

ST. PAULS CRAY
Tel.

Orpington

30566,

also

Rod

7917

autopho n e.

EKCO

VALVES
WANTED... EYSI,
P1.81. PCC84, PCF80, PCL82,
PCL83, PY8:, R19. 30P19, U25. etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
NEW
EY86,

Telephone orders sent same day.
Line Output Transformers.

Cossor 930-8, 58'6;

SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham Road. Bradford 8, Yorks.

PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and TranA

601 -

Perspex Housing to suit

Reconditioned EKCO L.O.T., fitted
with New Housing
Service Sheets

371 -

41-

ALL POST FREE

BOYLAN
Duke St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland
DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,

largest .stockists of TV Components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers.
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service. Terms C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPSY Hill
6186.
126
Hamilton Road. West
Norwood. SE27.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes,
brand new. Mazda I9in.. CMEI901.
Mullard 191n., AW47- 90/91, £41101 -;
carMu:lard 19in., AW59/90, £6 /10
riage !insured! paid, 12 months'
guarantee. Note: All brand new. We
also supply most other sizes completely regunned at £411718, guaranTomuNs. :56
teed :2 months.
Lewisham Way. New Cross, SE14.
TID 36.57.

/;

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO & TIV Exams and Courses
Britain's finest home study
by

School. Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.;
City and Guilds: Amateur's Licence:
R.T.E.B.; P.M.G. Cert.. etc. FREE
Brochure from: Brlllsh National
Radio School, Rus ell St., Reading.

13.8 .1
1.1 .V
1.1-,

625

Band
IV

T.Y. AERIALS

Field tested. Complete to instal
Money back guarantee.

Band IV (625). Grid Reflector
14 Elmnt. 441,
8 Elmnt. 331 -.
B.B.C. H. type 371 -. Fringe 601-.
SERVICE SHEETS
I.T.V. 5.E1 271-. Double 5 701-.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV
H Type 281 -,
4/- each. List 2/, Al; orders dis- tF.M. Dipole 20e -.
Manuals
patched
To purchaser of any aerial, high
ffar sale andShire.S.A.E. please.
orders only. SULTAN RADIO. 29 grade coaxial cable 4d. per yard.
Church Road. Tunbridge Wells. Kent. P.P. 4;- per aerial. C.W.O. C.O.U.
Beverley
sistors.
R.H.S.,
Mannville Terrace, Bradford

House,

7.

SERVICE SHEETS 130.0001 el- each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George

Street, St. Helens. Lancs.

SERVICE SHEETS

State Channels
S.A.E. for free installation instruc-

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered
by retired engineer. If I haven't got
it you won't get it! All 4/ each by
return. Please include large S.A.E.
ETZIONI. 80
Mail orders only.
Merrion Avenue. Stanmore. Middx.

tions and price list of all equipment
available.

ELECTRONIC
81

INSTALLATIONS
Road, Preston
Lancs.
Tel. Preston 5159.

Garstang

-

For all makes of Radio and Television
1925-I%3. Prices from 11 -.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
Special offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 211 All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists.enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonard:, Sussex
TOLERATE

DELAY when we
can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 4/ each
plus postage. List 2/ Also Manuals
for sale and hire. S.A.E. with Inquiries, please. Mail orders only to:
S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond
WHY

L.O.T.s

T231 etc. type

AERIALS

WANTED

COMPONENTS

Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.

8

1i
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EDUCATIONAL

('s MADE
By repairing Radio and
TV Sete an a lob or as a
ware time badman. Our
practical course will show
you Lae way. No prenons
requirr.i
espeneace le

,

Street. London WI.

FAULT- FINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver is
prone to and ocher useful servicing
information .2/- each. List 9d. plus
S.P.
Mail orders only.
postage.
DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond Street.

SEND FOR
BOOK

FREE

TODAY!

London WI.

RADIOSTRUCTOR

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5.000

Dept GIS

models. List 1/. S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston

READAgO, BERES

-b

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN

GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road. London W8. Tel.:
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.
FREE ADVICE

with Service Sheets.

Thousands available at 4/- each with
S.A.E. (state faults!. All components
supplied cheaply by return. HANDLEY.
112 Baysham Street, Hereford,
SERVICE

CHARTS

1/9;

Makers

Manuals 3/9: Back Numbers PTV 1 /8.
post paid. Lists: SHAW. 64
Standish Street, Burnley, Lanes.
All

8.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV

Radio, including Transistors, Tape
Recorders. Echo Units, Amplifiers,
Record Players and Autochangers
etc., also various domestic appliances.
List
/-. S.A.E. Mail orders only.
SUN ELECTRICAL SERVIES, 38 8t
Georges Road, Hastings.
1
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DON'T FUMBLE
with Formulae.
Master Mathematics quickly and
easily the Understandable Way.

b
2a

-

ac

1st lesson

and details

FREE

The Dryden School of
UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS

III 10V Dryden Chambers,

St London, W-L

Oxford
-z

Name
Address

111I IN

Ill

EDUCATIONAL
(

continued)

" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Eictronics made easy by a new non maths practical way. Postal instructions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyment as weal as knowledge of this
fascinating subject. Free brochure
from; Dept. 12, P.T. RADIOSTRUCTOR, Reading.

FOR

TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working. 10/- not. Callers only

till 6. including Sats. 39 Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.
9

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS- CONTACT COOLED
I4RA1282 (FC101) type 250 v., 250 mA 13/6;
121kA1.283 (FC31) type 250 v. 300 mA 17 /6;
330 mA, 19/6; EC1, 13/ -; F0016, 7/6.

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equivaa. for ItM4 250 v., 250 mA. 13/8; EMS
250 v.. 300 mA, 1778; 1411.989 400 inn., 18/8;
14A36 16/6; 14017 19 / -; 14A100 20/8; 14A949
20/ -; l.W7 17/8; I.W15 201; EK6 20 / -.

8.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
packing 2/6. TOMLINS,

32l6í6

I

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

Yorkshire

Postage
Lewis

156

GUARANTEE

TUBES FOR ALL British -made Sets

available from stock

BUY CHEAPER
E

... 3
... 4
I4in.
,,, 5
1Sin.
,.. 5
16in. T 901 MW 41 -I
17in. Types, now only ,.. 5
... 6
21in.
19in,latest 110 degree ... 6
... 7
23in.
12ín. Types, now only

OLD TOWN HALL

KNOWLER HiLL
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
COMPLETE TV SETS UNTESTED
.. 30 /Bush 12111. 13 channels. TV24C .,
.. 70/Bush 14ín. 13 channels, TV43
,- 751 Bush 14in. 13 channels. TV53 ..
Pye 141n. 13 channels, V14C console .. 50 /50/Pye 14ìn. 13 channels, VT4
Philips 14in. 2 and 10 channels, 1446 .. 35/We have 171n. TV Sets with rough cabinets,
any
on
Carriage
10.
at
fitted
2
and
50
coils
/-.
TV Set 101- per B.R.S. Well packed but
sent at owner's risk.
Valves Removed from TV Sets. Tested
on Mollard Valve Tester, and are 100% as
new. Three months unconditional guarantee. POST FREE.
5/
10C2
5/- PY80
ECL80
215/. PY81
4/ECC82
5/- 10F1
5/F.Y51
2(8 10P13
5íf PY82
PZ30
4/51EBF80 4/6 lOPI4
4/8
29D1
3/- PCF80
E B91
9(1.
4/6
20P1
EF91
5/- PCC84
9d.
EAC91 1/8
5/6SN7
2/9 29L1
185BT
5/6F1
8/6 PL83
1/4/5/- PL33
6F13
2/- U281

d

2

6

SF14

2

6

6F15
6LD20

2

6

2

6

2

6

2

6

17

6

12

6

CATHODE RAY TUBE
SERVICE
Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray,
Kent
Orpington 21285

PADGETTS RADIO STORES

s

'-arriage British Railways passenger 12'6.
Deposit 02.12.6 balance El monthly.

Phone:

p.

6 RANGES

TELEVISION
TUBES

-

TANEOUSLY (on 2 stations).
A DX TV MUST -pulls In distant
stations.
ALLOWS THE USE OF INDOOR
AERIALS.
USES LATEST VHF TRANSISTOR.
Bargain price to readers of PRACTICAL
Only 75/6 completo with
TELEVISION.
battery (P. ez P. 2/6 extra). Please state
BBC and ITA channels required.

Direct reading.
hour.
READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.
RADIO MAIL (Dept. VQ)

ham Way, New Oross, SE14.
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

TWELVE MONTHS'

SEEN

noise performance.
BATTERY POWERED avoids internal
set connections.
SPARKLING PICTURES in fringe and
weak signal areas.
WORKS UP TO SIX SETS SIMUL-

Built in

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Portable Tape Recorders, value £011916
complete with crystal microphone,
earphone, spools, tape, batteries,
instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes. 100ft 4 /61, ideal gift. £8/19/8

35

BOOST ON TWO CHANNELS
(one BBC one ITA)
SMALL UNIT, printed board, splitter
and combiner.
LOW NOISE improves set's signal/

Checks all types of resistors, condensers

DURHAM SUPPLIES
Durham Road. Bradford

HAVE YOU EVER

5 -TIMES

RES/CAP. BRIDGE

MULTIMETERS from 39 /6.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers.
Under 11 P. & P. ed., over fl Post Free.

BUY DIRECT

From TRANSISTOR DEVELOPMENTS
LIMITED, RICHMOND HOUSE,
FORE STREET. TEIGN MOUTH. Devon
II
TII AMAZINGI
LOOK AT TIS!
EK"
KINELEBOOSTE
G) T

SALE

1.000
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48

PCL82

5151-

U282
Ú329

5l-

PL81
PL82

81-

KT36

BFPO 1/6.or 10 /- per doz.

test purposes,

4/- doz.

515151-

5/5/-

6J5
27SÚ

4/-

U12

Grade

New Valves Ex, Units.

4/5/3/3/-

B36
N37

2

6

1

This Pin-Point Book was designed especially for on- the-lob trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the 1n...rxed section, locate
the circuit description and check-charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO
COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help You make
taster T.V. repairs.

EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"

Here is a way to reduce "thinking time ".
All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated in black and white -you use
your skill to take it from there
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast t.v,
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now. then when you decide to keep it
(as we are sure you will). pay only 5/- per
week until completed.
The price? Only 38/6 plus postage.
1

ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

FREE

IRONCLAD

GUARANTEE

This book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or your

moor

rut untied!

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
I:It)lR /1\I.V

ti/-

PER 14taEK!

POST FREE.

,

months unconditional guarantee.

TV Tubes. Completely rebuilt and refaced.
12 months guarantee. Old glass not required. 12. 14, 15 and 17 ins. Any make.
Special trade price of 23.15.0. Carr. in-

surance.

1

EF80 for

ARP12 1 /6. 6 for 5/6, box of 50 201-. ITS 2/ -,
ARO 2/ -, ARTP2 2/ -, APT9 2 / -, APP37 2 / -,
8K7 2/'. 6K8 4/ -, 5U4 3/ -, 6SN7 3/ -, 6V6 3/ -,
6V6GT 4/6, VR150/30 2/8, 6C4 2 / -. EL91 1 /9,
EF91 119, EF50 11 -, 6/- doz.. 6F6 2/6. 5Z4 5/6,
6X5 4/6.
P.M. Speakers. Removed from TV Sets.
All perfect condition. Rola and Plessey,
' x 4in., 5/ -; Goodman and R. and A.. 7 x 41n.,
61-; Rola and R. and A. 6/ in. round, 3/6;
6ín. Dish, round. 51 -; 81n. round, 6 / -. Post
on any speaker. 2 / -.
TV Tubes Picture Tested. Reclaimed
from TV Sets. 12in., 171 -, 141n.. 30/ Carr.
7/6.

TROUBLES?

T.V.

That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles In 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST
A simple cross -index tells you where
you'll Lind c:fve of trouble, handy cheek
charts then help you accurately locate
the 4: XA("l' t rouble spot! lbuwilleliminate hours of aggravation. cut out waste
time, because this new l'uyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble in minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered In the
340 cross -index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU CAN USE TRIS BOOK RIGHT ON
.THE JOB-NO NEED TO MEMORIZE

To SIM -TECH BOOK CO. Dept. PVP3

West End, Southampton, Hants.
Please send
ri
days' free trial.

"T.V. Troubles' for a full seven
may return the
If not delighted
manual, post paid- without further obligation on
part. Otherwise l will pay cash or 5/- weekly
until paid. (No extra for Interest if paid regularly.)
Tick here if enclosing full price (we pay
Same 7 -day money back guarantee.
postage).
Overseas customers
Postage charges 1l6 extra.
please send full amount (including Ireland)
1

Name
Address

7/6.

Tube Unit in New Condition, fitted with
VCR138 tube, also Panel Meter and Valves.
38/ -. Carriage 12/ -.
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE-VIEW !

Each

*
*

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

WHAT

YOU

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

HERE

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

12in.

E4.10.0

I4in.
I5in.
I7in.

E5. 0.0

21 in.

E7. 0.0

Each

Each tube

know -how.

is

IS

PAY:

rebuilt with experience and
We were amongst the very

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

E4. 15.0

£5. 0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

-Discount for Trade-

TOAMBITIOUSENCIVEERS
- LATEST EDITION ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
THE

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

informative t56 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Studs Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.J.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits cf our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
is a highly

-

OF

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT
Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng..
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng..

Building. Plattleu,
Draughtsmanship.
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M

I.

Mech.E.

A.M.I.C.E.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO

?

A. M.I.Prod.E.

A.M.I.M.I.

PASS -NO FEE"

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are
earning less than £25 a week, send for your
copy of "ENGENEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

A.I.O.B.
A.F.R Ae.S.
B.Sc.
A. M. Brit.1.R. E.
City & Guilda
Gen. Cert. of Education

Etc.. etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE 120), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

pRpCTICAI
EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V.. Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit. I.R. E. City & Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio L Television Servicing

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering

Automation

INCLUDING
TOOLS
The
ironies

eaee-

Division of
B.1.E.T..rncorpovat-

ingE.A1.f.lmrirtrte;
NOW offers ya..
real laboratory training

at

home

Huh

practical equrbrn.v.
Ask for derail:.

B.1. E.Ta
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITI:S"

(Write

if you prefer

not to cut page)

NAME
ADDRESS

(SE /20).

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

ORGANISATION OF ITS
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TELEVISION

AND

RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304, 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477;483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel: Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES
12

-

KEEN PRICES

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

-

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.II
and Branches

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Fylde Television Services
460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road

R. Watson

Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

l.awsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

J. Wildbore Ltd.

J. H. Sunderland

Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.
Mill Street
Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 1192/3

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
Ila College Square North
Belfast I
Tel: Belfast 33340

G. M. Carlow Ltd.

Radiovision (New Forest) Ltd.

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.
63/65 Oundle Road
Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169

11

The Croft
Burley, Hants.
Tel: Burley 2128

Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027
6/12 Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

3

Hurst Green Road

Bentley Heath, Solihull
Tel: Knowle 2742
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